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Page 1 — Washington Letter,
Miscellaneous articles.
Pages 2 and 3—Local and other
news ; public and private sale
ad vers., etc.
Pages 4 and 5 — Short stories,
miscellaneous articles.
Pages 6 and 7—Original editorial
comment,State news, etc.
Page 8 — Agricultural reading
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W H O L E N U M B E R , 1729.

T H U R S D A Y . A U G U S T 27. 1908.

V O L U M E T H IR T Y - F O U R .

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
o

B. HORNING, SI. D.,

Practising Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone in offloe.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

T^~ T* WEBER) M. D»j

Practising Physician,
EYANSBUKG. Pa. Office Hoars : Until 9
a. m,; 7 to 8 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.

g

A. KR1ISEN, M. D.,

4 0 9 Cherry Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Houbs, 8 to 9
T ki.ei' honbs, Bell 301-1
2 to 8
Keystone 16V
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

Q-ERBERT V. MOORE,

Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
806 Swede St,. Norristown. Pa
Bell an4 Keystone ’Phones.
6-16.

AYNE R. LONGSTRETH

M

Attorney-at-Law,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroier Build
ing, 1420 Chestnnt St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

J

OSEPH 8. KRATZ,

Attorney-at- Law >

1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Q

P

W. NCHEUREN’S

SHAVING PARLOR,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Lsgr* Second Boor Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

TJENRY BOWER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
OOLLEGEVILLE, FA.
Bell ’Phone 28 x.

jQOSALI) A. ROYER,

Civil Engineer. : : Surveyor.
Room 8, Shoemaker Building,
Streets,
NORRISTOWN,
Bell ’Phone.
ENGINEERIVG.
s u r v e y in g .

Swede and Airy
PA.
¿ DRAFTING.
De s i g n i n g .

JOHN J. RADCLIFF,

Painter and Paper Hanger
FIFTH AVENUE, OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale.
Your patronage solicited.

D R. EARL A. NELSON,
Osteopathic Physician.
No. 246 FIRST AVENUE, PHŒNIXVILLE, PA. B e ll’Phone, 82L. Office
Hours—8.30 a. m. to 12 m.; 2.30 to 6 p. m
Graduate and Post-Graduate of Still College
of Osteopathy, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nervous diseases a specialty. Examinations
free. Send for booklet.
8-20.
O f f ic e :

L. EVANS,

Attorney-at- Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PAAt residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

Some of the Curious Facts Re
corded by Physiologists.

mllOMAS HALLMAN

Attorney-at-Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be a t his branch office in Odd Fellows’
Building, C o l l r g e v i l i / b , P a . , every evening
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
1-26.

8 . G. FINKBINER,

THE PHENOMENA OF SOUND.
Squeals of Mice and the Lowest Notea
of an Organ Are Inaudible to Some
Persons—Peculiarities of the Deli
cate Sense of Smell.

If you shade the eyes, -you weaken
your sense of hearing. Try it with a
Real Estate and Insurance, watch and the result will surprise yon.
If you sip a glass of cold water, you
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
will Increase for a short time your
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
power of vision. If you fill the mouth
With water, you will greatly strength
en your sense of smell.
K. FRANK BRANDRETH,
Many similar curious facts about the
senses are told by physiologists.
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)
There is a multitude of sounds made
DENTIST,
In the world every day, for instance,
ROYERSFORD, FA. Practical Dentistry at which we cannot hear, however close
honest prloes.
they may be. Every sound must last a
certain time In order to be heard by
the ear. If It Is an extremely feeble
0 R . 8. D. CORNISH,
sound it must last quite two seconds
DENTIST,
or we cannot hear I t But, no matter
how long it lasts, we cannot hear it If
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas it Is a very low or a very high note.
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Extremely small animals emit such
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
high notes that we never hear them.
Some people cannot even hear the
h e k r y p t o k «i n v i s i b l e ”
squeal of mice. The lowest notes of
BIFOCAL LEMS.
an organ are mere rumbling noises to
Nothing has stirred the optical world like the most people, and some cannot hear
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They them a t all.
are made without cement. They are perfect.
I t Is by means of the external ear we
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
judge the direction from which sound
comes. Stand facing a clock, place
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
your hands In front of your ears, with
»0 DbKALB STREET,
NORRISTOWN. the palms turned back, close your eyes;
you will then think the clock is behind
you.
QHARLES N. BARNDT,
Why can some animals smell more
keenly than others? I t Is a question of
ARCHITECT,
the space within the nose capable of
OOLLEGEVILLE, FA.
smelling. In man this space Is very
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. small—less than one-fourth of a square
Patronage solicited.
2*7.
Inch. In dogs and most mammals it
is very much larger. Thq porpoise has
no sense of smell. Then comes man,
■g S. POLEY,
and also the monkeys, whales and all
of fowl and birds, with very
Contractor and Builder, kinds
feeble smelling power. ^ When peo
ple talk of vultures scenting dead
TRAPFE, PA
.
bodies they make a mistake. Lions,
Prompt and accurate in building construction. tigers, wolves, etc., can scent them at
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28
long distances, but vultures depend on
their sense of sight.
jyjr N. BARNDT,
The sense of smell Is exceedingly del
icate. If one ounce of musk were di
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
vided Into 15 .000,000,000 parts one of
c o n t r a c t o r f o r a l l k in d s o f
these Infinitesimal parts would be per
Brick and Stone Masonry, ceptible by the average person’s nose.
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti On the other hand, many people have
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar no power to smell some substances,
anteed. tiS?- SPECIAL ATTENTION TO such as mignonette, vanilla, violets and
JOBBING.
8-6.
prussic acid.
Taste is curious In the fact th at dlf
p i 8. KOONS,
ferent parts of the tongue appreciate
different flavors. At the tip we per
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA..
ceive sweet tastes heist, a t the sides
Slater and Roofer,
acid tastes and a t the back bitter
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey tastes. Substances must be dissolved
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work conIn order to be tasted, and a dry morsel
tracted at lowest prices.
lloet
In a dry mouth has no flavor. This Is
why smokers cannot taste well. Theii
d w ar d b a v ib ,
mouth glands, which manufacture sa
Painter and
llva. are paralyzed by the tobacco.
(Very hot or very cold things are scarce
Paper-Hanger,
ly tasted at all. If you want to get
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. 49* Samples of paper
the best flavor from your food it must
always on hand.
U .

D

T

E

be a t’ some temperature between ot
and 95 degrees,
Every one knows how easily the
sense of sight Is deceived by optical
puzzles. But a curious deception is
practiced on us all throughout oui,
lives, and no one ever perceives It.
There is a blind spot In the eye where
the optic nerve enters. In everything
we look at, therefore, there is a little
gap where we see nothing. But no one
is aware of It, because it has been the
case since we first opened our eyes.
In estimating distance we judge by
the experience we gain In walking
The eye itself cannot Judge distances
A near hill and a distant mountalz
'will each form an Image of the same
size on the eye. We know the moun
tain is farther away than the hill be
cause there are more intervening ob
jects. But we can often make an esti
mate of distance, in a curious way. by
the muscles of the eyeball. In order
to focus a near object we must bulge
the lens, and to focus a distant object
we must flatten the lens. The amount
of muscular labor used In doing this
gives us an idea of the distance of the
object
A man seems mneb thinner in dark
than in light clothing. All black things
in fact, appear smaller than white
things of the same size. An image re
mains on the eye for some time after
looking at an object If the thing Is
very bright the Image remains a long
time, and sometimes if yon look direct
ly at the sun you will carry the image
of it around with you for days.
Color blind people have a defective
musical sense. They confuse different
notes, and. curiously,. the confusion of
green blind people differs from the
Confusion of red blind people. Colors
strengthen the sense of taste. Red ap
ples and tomatoes and strawberries
and green pickles taste better than the'
selfsame vegetables and fruit when
they are paler.
For feeling we have a variety of
nerves. Some spots on the skin feel
pain, some warmth, some cold and
some simple touch. The tip of the
finger has a much better sense of
touch than the forearm or the cheek.
But the cheek and the forearm are far
better judges of h eat In the white
of the eye we can feel neither touch,
heat nor cold—only pain alone—but the
red lining of the eyelids *can feel
scarcely anything but cold.
The
mouth, as every one knows, can enjoy
tea or coffee at a temperature that
would give great pain to the hands or
feet

TRIALS FOR ANIMALS
Curious Custom That Prevailed
In the Middle Ages.
PROSECUTED FOR HOMICIDE.
A Bull That Killed a Man Found
Guilty, Sentenced to Death and Exe
cuted—Fate of a Cock That Was
Charged With Having Laid an Egg.
Among the many curious customs of
the past Is recorded a singular feature
of the jurisprudence of the middle
ages, when animals were Indicted for
injuries inflicted upon human beings.
The custom was not abolished in
France until the middle of the eight
eenth century, and the French court
records show that at least ninety-two
trials took place between 1120 and
1741.
There Is some Biblical precedent for
these proceedings, for In the twentyfirst chapter of Exodus one find?, “If
an ox gore a man or a woman that
they die, then the ox shall be stoned
and his flesh shall not be eaten/’
An early instance of the custom was
in 1314, when a bull escaped from a
farmyard in a village in France in the
duchy of Valois and gored a man to
death. The Count of Valois, being In
formed of the case, directed th at the
bull be captured and formally prose
cuted for homicide. This was done,
and evidence was given by persons
who had seen the man attacked and
killed. The bull was thereupon sen
tenced to suffer death, which was in
flicted by strangulation, after which
the carcass was suspended from a
tree by the hind legs.
In 1386 a sow was executed in the
square of Falaise for having caused
the death of a child, and three years
later a horse was condemned to death
at Dijon for having killed a man. In
1457 a sow and her six young ones
were tried at Lavegny on the charge
of having killed and partially eaten a
child. The sow was convicted and
condemned to death, but the little ones
were acquitted on the ground >ot their
extreme youth and Inexperience, the
bad example of their mother and the
absence of direct evidence of their
having partkken of the atrocious feast.
One of the most grotesque of these
trials took place in Basel when a
farmyard cock was tried on the ab
surd charge of having laid an egg. It
was contended in support of the prose
cution that eggs laid by cocks were of

Inestimable worth for' use in certain
magical preparations, that a sorcerer
would rather possess a cock’s egg than
the elixir of life and that Satan em
ployed witches to batch such eggs,
from which proceeded winged serpents
most dangerous to mankind.
The prisoner’s advocate admitted the
facts of the case, but contended that
no evil intention had been proved and
that no evil result had taken place.
Besides, the laying of an egg was an
involuntary act and as such was not
punishable by law; also there was no
record of the devil having made a com
pact with an animal. The public pros
ecutor stated In reply that the evil one
sometimes entered into animals, as In
the case of the swine which drowned
themselves in the sea of Galilee.
So the poor creature was convicted
not as a cock, but as a sorcerer or per
haps the devil In the form of a cock,
whereupon the bird and" the egg that
was attributed to it were solemnly
burned at the stake.
Even stranger than this were the
proceedings Instituted In 1445 and 1487
against certain beetles which had‘made
havoc In the vineyards of St. Julian.
Advocates were named on behalf of
the vine growers and the beetles re
spectively, but by a singular coinci
dence the Insects disappeared when
cited to answer for the mischief they
had done, and the proceedings were In
consequence abandoned.
That was in 1445. In 1487, how
ever, they reappeared, and a complaint
was thereupon addressed to the vicar
general of the bishop of Maurienne,
who named a judge and also an advo
cate to represent the beetles. A com
promise was finally agreed upon,
wherein the vine growers consented to
cede the beetles certain fields to their
exclusive use. Some time after the
beetles, through their attorney, pro
tested that there was a right of way
through these fields which would be
to their detrim ent Consequently the
case had to begin again, but how it
ended Is not known, owing to the muti
lation of the records.—F. C. Evans in
New York Post
Giving Money.
The difficulty which is faced in
America in connection with philan
thropy Is not to find the people who
have the money to give, but to discover
the ways In which money may be
given wisely. Ideas for wise giv
ing are much scarcer than money
awaiting opportunity.—Chicago Trib
une.

PRINTERS’ BLUNDERS.
Comic Effects Frequent In the Days
When Bad Copy Was ths Rule.
Typographical errors that produced
weird or comical effects are described
by the S t Louis Republic In an article
recalling the days when all of that
newspaper’s type was set by hand, be
fore the Introduction of typesetting
machines, when the copy, Instead of
being typewritten, was turned over to
the printer In an infinite variety of
good, bad and Indifferent chirograph.v.
Comparatively few of the errors
were allowed to contribute to the gayety of the subscribers, as the majority
were squelched in the “house of cor
rection,” as the proofroom was face
tiously termed. From a collection
made by a proofreader the following
instances of ridiculous misreading of
copy are taken:
“His blushing bride” was trans
formed into “his blustering bride.” .
A captain was said to have “served
with destruction in the Confederate
army,” but the writer thought he
wrote “distinction.”
Two pictures entitled “The Galley
Slave” and “Each In Their Turn”
were referred to as “The Galley 1
Love” and “Enoch In Shin Town.”
Having in mind the influence of
former citizens of the land of the
shamrock upon the political destinies
of the town, what more natural than
that the printer man should set up an
“Irish district court” vt'here It had
been the “first district court?”
. Professor Frank Geeks was men
tioned as having rendered “violent se
lections” rather than “violin selec
tions.”
Somebody was quoted as saying that
“all the singing folks on the vaudeville
stage have hundreds of wives,” but
the copy, when carefully examined,
was found to read “husbands or
wives,” and a sensation in the the
atrical world was averted.
“They sailed for three days around
the cape and finally slaughtered a
small Italian” was corrected to read
“sighted a small island.”
On one occasion the reporter wrote
of certain “dwarfed and hungered chil
dren,” who were made to appear per
haps more pathetic when the composi
tor substituted the words “doorfed and
haggard.”
“He takes delight In talking on his
family shame” was a shameful thing
to say about him, for “favorite theme”
was m eant
“Red Cross Society Will Fight Cor
bett” was the way the typesetter trans
formed the copy concerning a crusade
against cholera.

M I L L I O N S F O R F L O O R M A T T IN G .

W O N D E R F U L CAVERN.

The people of this Country spend
every year about $4,000,000 for floor
matting- In comparative recent
times the Americans have develop
ed the looms, and a great deal of the
material sold as Oriental is made in
this country, the manufacturers
making use of imported sedge,
straw and rush. This industry has
been crippled by the Japanese mer
chants, who have discriminated
against the 'American manufact
urers, making it impossible for
them to secure the material for
their looms. The Agricultural
Department has come to the rescue,
and efforts are being made to grow
the rush and sedge straw in this
country, and in this manner we will
be placed in a position entirely in
dependent of the Oriental. A rep
resentative of the department was
sent to Japan, and, notwithstanding
the opposition of the Japanese matt
ing guilds, 75,000 plants of the Jap
anese rush and 380,000 plants of the
Japanese sedge were secured. It
was found necessary to increase the
quantities by propagation, but car
load lots have been sent to points
in Texas, Louisiana, South Carolina
and California, where contracts
have been made for the planting of
trial areas under normal field con
ditions.

What is said to be the largest and
most wonderful subterranean cham
ber in the world has just been opened
up to visitors. It is situated in the
Karst Mountains near Trieste and
was discovered and first surveyed
by G. A. Perko in 1890. This great
cavern is reached from Opchina, in
Istria, first by a flight of steps
hewn out of the mountainside, then
by two almost perpendicular de
scents of 30 and 70 feet, and finally
by half an hour’s walk down a pre
cipitous winding pathway which
leads to an immense stalactite and
stalagmite cave of great beauty with
a dome-like roof 460 feet iu height,
the cave being 440 feet wide and
800 feet long.
The peculiar stalagmite formations
here are considered, to be among the
most wonderful in the world; the
path winds along through what
seems an interminable forest of pet
rified trees.
H A L L E Y ’S C O M E T .

From calculations made by Pro
fessor H. C. Wilson, which are
quoted iu Nature, there seems rea
son to suppose that the conditions
under which Halley’s comet will re
turn to us in 1910 will be much the
same as those under which ,it ap
peared in 1066. It was then one of
the grandest objects which ever ap
peared in the heavens, and made a
B A C T E R IA A N D M O N E Y .
tremendous impression upon the
In a bacteriological study of soil medieval world.
ed paper money, published in the
C H U R C H B U IL T F R O M O N E
Popular Science Monthly, Mr. War
TREE.
ren W. Hilditcb,of Yale University,
found the numbers of bacteria pre
A large Baptist church stands in
sent on the bills ranged from 14,000 the city of Santa Rosa, Cal., and en
up to 586,000, with an average for joys the distinction of having been
21 bills of 142,000. There seemed constructed entirely from a single
to be no connection bet weed the tree. Of course, that includes the
amouDt of dirt and the number of woodwork of the structure. The
bacteria present; the cleanest-look tree from which the timbers, lum
ing bill that he used bad next to ber aDd shingles were cut was a
the highest count (405,000), while giant California redwood. A con
the bill that looked the dirtiest had siderable quantity of lumber was
but 38,000, When a bill has been left over after the church building
in circulation for a short time and was finished. The spire of the
and has become somewhat cracked, building is 70 feet high and the
and its peculiar glaze worn off, the audience room seats 300. The
bacteria very easily cling to it with building is [35 by 80 feet. There
out the presence of dirt and grease. are not many buildings in the
All inoculations gave negative re country built from the wood of a
sults, the time limit being placed at single tree. It must, indeed, have
from six to seven weeks. The au been a mammoth tree.
thor concludes, after a careful
Study of the subject, that “ money
F A L L A C IE S A B O U T M A R S .
constitutes an unimportant factor
Professor Simon Newcomb, whose
in the transmission of disease. ’’ deliverances concerning astronomy
We want and certainly need a more are entitled to a consideration en
frequant redemption of our soiled joyed by perhaps do other living
and worn bills, yet th'e facts and astronomer, contributes to the cur
evidences at hand do not justify us rent Harper’s Weekly an exceed
¡d alarming the public needlessly ingly interesting article entitled
by rash statments concerning our “Fallacies About Mars” He con
currency. Admitting the possibil siders illumicatingly the theories
ity that money may act as a medium pro and con concerning the possi
of transmissian, certainly the fail bility of life on that much-discussed
ure of any virulent disease germs planet, and presents these conclus
to manifest themselves iD the fore ions:
going experiments will allow us to
“ As .between Mars and Venus
feel a bit easier in regard to dirty the latter is probably better adap
money.
ted to life than the former, always
supposing that other conditions
T H E iW A N T S O F T H E A R M Y .
than those of temperature are ful
The Duke of Connaught is telling filled. It is quite likely that a
an amusing story of his recent visit planet revolving midway between
of inspection to Egypt. While he the orbits of the earth and Venus
was in Cairo he went for a stroll would be better adapted than our
one morning, and on his way back earth is to the development of the
to his quarters he came face to face higher forms. On the whole, it
with an old Englishman wearing the seems from all the data we can
ribbon of the Indian Mutiny on his gather from science that Mars is no
breast. The Duke stopped and better adapted to life than the
spoke to the man about his military region around the north pole of our
service for some little time. Pres earth or the tops of the highest
ently the man said, not knowing, of mountains.”
course, to whom he was speaking,
“ Aré you in the army yourself,
T H E F L IG H T O F B I R D S .
then, sir?” The Duke smiled and
To the average observer of the
and admitted that he was. “Get flight of birds everything is decep
ting on all right?” was the next tive. To compare the flight of a
question. The Duke smiled again large bird with a smaller one is
and said that he had not very much especially so. The cormorant of the
to grumble at on the whole, though sea coast seems to be a slow flyer,
perhaps he was not doing quite so yet it does a mile in one minute and
well as he could wish. “No, aDd ten seconds. The honey bee seems
you Dever will, my boy,” was the to travel like a bullet, yet it takes
surprising retort of the veteran. him two minutes to fly one mile.
“ What you want in the army to-day The humming bird does not fly as
is other brains or a tremendous fast as many slow-flapping birds of
amount of influence behind you. ungainly bulk. The quail appears
You take my tip, old chap, and to get away more rapidly than does
the mallard, but he does not.
chuck it 1”
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CHURCH SERY1CES.
St. Lake’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday
School at 8.45 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
meeting at 2 p. m. Y. P. S . O. E. prayer meet
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible study meeting on
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are most
cordially invited to attend the services.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence; Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.80. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3. Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and weleome.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior O.
E. at 7 p. m.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. EL Church,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 8 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services for the
coming Sabbath will be as follows: Trappe—
Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Limerick—Preaching? at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday
School at 1.30 p. m.; C. E. at 8.30 p. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.80 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02a.m., 3.07, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.89 p. m.

Home and Abroad.
—How very welcome
—The rain that fell on Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week.
—Empty wells and cisterns are
now abundantly supplied.
—The prolonged drought just
past, and the excessive heat of the
summer of 1908, will not sooq be
forgotten;

P ig s H alte d Train.
—William Gebbard, of Pottstown,
found a pocketbook containing $140,
A drove of pigs baited a heavy
and the owner gave him 10 cents train on the Reading Railway near
for returning it.
Sanatoga station, the other day.
The big drove ran up the tracks
R e p a irs to O le vlan H all.
and the engineer, afraid that if he
Considerable repairs are being kept on that the greasy bodies of
made to Olevian Hall of Ursinus the pigs would burl his train down
College. The building is receiving a ravine into the river, quickly put
a fresh coat of paint and a slate on the air and stopped the train.
roof. J. J. Radcliff, of this bor The pigs are running almost wild
and no one can catch them.
ough, is doing the painting.
Dr. K e ig w in W ill D e liv e r Address.

“ The Touch of a Master Hand”
will be the theme of an address by
A. Edwin Keigwin, D. D., presi
dent of Ursinus College, at eight
o’clock to-morrow (Friday) evening,
in the auditorium of Bomberger
Memorial Hall.

—“ A girl will never forgive a
man whom she has jilted,” says the
Philosopher, of Folly, “ if he makes
a success in life.” — Cleveland
Leader.

be Filed.

The State Department of Public
Instruction has issued a notice that
all borough and township High
Schools must file reports with the
Department by the first of Septem
ber or the appropriation will not be
made to them for the maintenance of
the schools. It is said that there
P a sto r Elected.
are many delinquents among the
The congregations of Schwenks- towns of the State.
ville and Limerick Reformed
church have elected Rev. Mr. T h o u s a n d s of B a s s and Lot o f C a t 
Stoudt, of near Allentown, as pastor
fis h Placed In Perkiom en.
to succeed Rev. W. B. Werner. It
The latter part of last week over
is reported that Mr. Stoudt has ac seven thousand black bass and a
cepted the call.
lot of channel catfish were placed in
the Perkiomen below Keyser’s dam
G arw o o d S u n d a y S c h o o l Picnic.
and iu the vicinity of Ironbridge by
The annual picnic of the Gar members of the Fish and Game As
wood Sunday School will be held in sociation and J. U. Francis, Jr.
the County Home grove on Satur and Henry T. Hunsicker. The bass
day, September 5. The Phoenix- measured from two to three inches.
ville Military Band will furnish the The catfish, when matured, weigh
music. Other particulars next from 10 to 15 pounds. The fish were
obtained from the Bureau of Fish
week.
eries at Washington, D. C.
A Field D a y For G ra n g e rs.

Perkiomen Grange is preparing
an attractive program for its field
day exercises in Schultze’s grove,
near Pennsburg, on Saturday, Sep
tember 5. The principal speaker
will be W. F. Hill, of Fayette
county, State Master of the Grange.
D e m o c ratic C a m p a ig n Opened-.

The Democratic campaign in this
county opened with a Bryan and
Kern rally at Sumneytown, Satur
day night. Former Treasurer Wil
liam H. Berry, of Chester, was the
principal speaker.
He was re
ceived with enthusiasm by many
—At any rate, not until next citizens of Marlborough and adja
summer.
cent townships.
—Peter A. McCabe has retired as
a newspaper carries in Norristown
Funeral.
after 30 years’ service.
The funeral of Samuel B. Beyer
—People are becoming so polite was held on Monday, from the resi
that wheu you want an honest dence of his son-in-law, B. F. Gougopinion from them you can’t get it. ler, in Wbitpain township. Ser
Atchison Globe.
vices were held at Lower Provi
—Norristown Town Council has dence Presbyterian church, the
instructed its Burgess to employ a pastor, Rev. Wagner, officiating.
Interment in cemetery adjoining
dog catcher.
the church.
—An error gracefully acknowl
edged is a victory won.”—Gas
P u b lic S c h o o l W ork.
coigne.
The schools of this borough will
—Frank, fire horse of the Schuyl begin the work of another term on
kill Fire Company, after 20 years, Monday, September 7, with Mr.
has been turned out to pasture for Harvey Vandersliee of Chester
the rest of his life.
county as principal of the High
—“Some people,“ said Uncle School; Miss Eva Thompson, of this
Eben, “ worries so hard tryin’ to be borough, assistant principal; Miss
happy dat dey couldn’ be happy Anna Evans, of Limerick, inter
nohowl”—Washington Star.
mediate teacher; and Miss Anna
Smith,
of Lower Providence,teacher
—The new trolley from Lyons,
of
the
primary
department.
Berks county, to Macungie, Le
high county, is now practically
assured.
W a te r Fountain fo r Lanadale.
A short time ago editor H. M.
—George W. Beidler, Jr., of
Reading, who has been in Uncle Woodmansee, of the Lansdale Re
Sam’s naval service has traveled porter, resolved that Lansdale
126,000 miles during the last four should have a public water fountain
for man and beast, and his com
years.
mendable undertaking received the
—County Commissioner Daniel prompt support of his fellow towns
M. Anders has been elected treas men in raising $100. The W. C. T.
urer of Fairview Village Creamery,
U., of Lansdale, having agreed to
succeeding Matthias J. Harley, de- maintain the fountain, the same will
deased.
be placed in position in the near
—Jumping from a fast-moving future.
train, John Kelir, of Pottstown, had
an eye nearly knocked out and sus
C a m p R o b b e rs Arrested.
tained other severe injuries.
The three highwaymen who held
—Parents seem to think one of up and robbed Albert H. Stiles,
their first duties is to make their Kenneth Stauffer, Russel E. Craw
children believe all the things they ford, Harold Zimmerman, Irwin
don’t believe themselves.—New Hoxworth and Ludwig Stauffer, of
Norristown, several weeks ago,
York Press.
along the Perkiomen creek, have
—Thirteen hundred and fortybeen captured. They were under
nine persons were hauled by special arrest in Phoenixville for other
trains to Atlantic City from Read
thefts and were identified by the
ing in one day.
officers from Norristown. The ac
—Ten thousand persons attended cused culprits are young men under
the eleventh anniversary celebra thirty and all have prison records.
tion of the Topton’s Orpans’ Home.
—When picked up after being
knocked down by a lightning bolt,
it was found that young Mary Godshalk, of Worcester, had sustained
a broken arm.

R e p o rts of H ig h S c h o o ls M u s t

Why James Lee Got Well.

Everybody In Zanesville, O., knows Mrs.
Mary Lee, of rural route 8. She writes :
“My husband, James Lee, firmly believes he
owes his life to the use of Dr. King’s New
Discovery. His lungs were so severely
affected that consumption seemed inevitable,
when a friend recommended New Discovery.
We tried it, and its use has restored him to
perfect health.” Dr. King’s New Discovery
is the king of throat and lung remedies.
For coughs and colds It has no equal. The
first dose gives relief. Try it ? Sold under
guarantee at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug
I store. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

A d v e rtisin g S a le s.

O il on R o ad s.

B a s e b a ll.

It is “ penny wise and pound fool
ish” to economize in the matter of
using printers’ ink in advertising
public sales of real estate and per
sonal property. In selling any kind
of property it means, every time,
additional dollars to sellers to ad
vertise thoroughly, to let everybody
know what sellers are going to sell.
The I ndpendent has no equal in
the territory where it circulates
most largely, as an advertising
medium, and those who take ad
vantage of its advertising columns
are sure to receive large returns
from money invested. If you have
anything to sell, from a wheelbar
row to a barn outfit or a farm, adver
tise in the I ndependent, thus at
tract the attention of buyers, and
sell what you’ve got to sell.

That the experiment of using oil
on the Allegheny county roads for
the purpose of laying dust has been
successful is demonstrated by the
fact that the County Commis
sioners have placed a contract for
the purchase of 300,000 gallons of
oil and the construction of half a
dozen wagons to be used as sprink
lers on the various county roads so
far constructed. The oil Used con
tains about 70 per cent of asphaltum, and it is held that in addition
to laying the dust the oil serves as
a binder for the top covering of the
roads, giving them practically an
asphaltum surface.*

Collegeville kept up their wining streak by defeating Pottstown
Landing 2 to 1, last Saturday. The
local nine has certainly played a
remarkably large number of very
close games this season. With ex
ception of the two games with the
Humane A. C., of Royersford, on
July fourth, and the one with Fairview, almost all of the games have
been nip and tuck. In the begin
ning of the season Collegeville lost
more than a majority of the con
tests, but within the last six weeks
the team has taken a decided brace
and almost all of the games have
come our way. Pottstown secured
more runs than did Collegeville'but
were not so successful in bunching
them. Yost batted well and was
responsible for both of Collegeville’s runs. Royer, who did the
twirling for the locals, was very
effective. He fanned seventeen of
the opposing batters.
The Phoenixville A. C. will be
played on the college grounds next
Saturday afternoon.

P lan to

E n c o u ra g e Y o u n g

M e n to

W o r k T h e ir W a y T h ro u g e C o lle g e .

T H E S U M M E R ASSEM BLY.

The interdenominational Summer
Asssembly of Church Workers now
being held at Ursinus College,
though not so well attended at the
opening sessions, attracted large
audiences on Saturday and Sunday
evenings. Memorial Halil and its
delightful surroundings are being
much appreciated by those in at
tendance at the Assembly from
many sections.
The success at
tending the meetings has encour
aged the management to* make the
interdenominational
evangelistic
undertaking an annual affair here
after,' so that Collegeville may rival
Northfield, Massa., as a centre of
religious enthusiasm and social en
joyment in summer days. The
various services in the mornings
and evenings have occurred accord
ing to the program that appeared
in last week’s I nedpendent. The
sessions consist of a Bible study
hour every morning at 9 o’clock,
conducted by Rev. Geo. H. Wailes,
of Temple College, Philadelphia; an
address upon the theme of the day at
11 o’clock, followed by a general
discussion of the topic; a sunset
meet on Oak wood Knoll, on the
Hamer property, at 6.30, and a
popular address in the evening.
The evening services have been es
pecially well attended. On Thurs
day evening Rev. F. F. Bahner, D.
D.,of Waynesboro, was the speaker;
on Friday evening Rev. J. Balcom
Shaw, of Chicago, and on Saturday
evening, Rev. Forrest E. Dager, of
Philadelphia. The services Sunday
morning were held in Trinity Re
formed church, this borough, at
which time Rev. Arthur J. Smith,
Qf New York city delivered the ser
mon. Rev. Willis L. Gelston, of
Philadelphia, delivered the even
ing sermon in Bomberger HalL On
Monday evening Rev. M. S. Little
field, of Brooklyn, spoke.
On
Tuesday evening there was a much
enjoyed miscellaneous entertain
ment. The varied program in
cluded several pleasing recitations
by Mrs. Jessie Royer Greaves, of
Trappe, and Mr. Mack, of Philadel
phia; piano solos by Miss Pearl A.
Riddle, cornet solos by Mr. E. V.
Loucks, and several vocal solos.
The piano solos by Master Harry
Ross, a six-year-old Cuban boy,
who with his mother is visiting his
brother here, were wonderfully
well executed and showed a really
marvelous musical appreciation and
skill.
The program (for the remaining
days of the Assembly follows:

Thé management of Ursinus Col
lege has perfected a plan whereby
ambitious students of limited finan
cial means will be enabled to secure
a college education in exchange for
mechanical labor. It is proposed,
to manufacture on the college
grounds chairs, tables, settees, and
other articles of household furni
ture and adornment. Several hours
work every day in this department
will constitute a young man’s 1fee
for his college tuition. Two young
men from Syracuse, New York, will
be in charge of the details of the
work, and the woodcraft school
promises to add a very attractive
feature to the college. A distribu
Beyer F am ily R eun ion.
ting
agency for the articles to be
The seventh annual reunion of the
manufactured
has been established
descendants of the late Jacob Beyer
in
Philadelphia.
was held at the home of James U.
Bean, near Royersford, last ShursP la n o Recital.
day. About seventy of the mem
The recital given at her home by
bers of the family were present and
enjoyed the event, including a big Elizabeth B. Lachman and her
dinner. Adam Beyer, of Norris pupils was greatly appreciated by a
town, aged 81, was the oldest per large numberof parents andfriends.
son present. Officers, as follows, The pupils played in a very pleas
were elected: President, W. B. ing manner, showing the careful
Beyer, of Norristown; Vice Presi training of their teacher. After
dent, Jefferson Beyer, of Norris being entertained on the lawn, re
Miss
town; Secretary, William D. Beyer, freshments were served.
of Norristown; Treasurer, W. N. Lachman is a graduate of the theo
retical and pinano departments of
Beyer, of Royersfoad.
the Combs’ Broad Street Conserva
C o n tra c t for 4 .5 0 0 ,0 0 0 B arre ls
tory of Music. She received her
musical education at Irving college,
of C e m e n t
The Atlas Portland Cement Com Mechanicsburg, Combs’ Broad
pany, of Northampton, this State, Street Conservatory of Music,
was on Saturday awarded a con Philadelphia, and the University of
tract for 4,500,000 barrels of cement Pennsylvania. She has been under
for use on the Panama canal. It the careful training of such masters
will take about three years to fill the as Gilbert Reynolds Combs, Hugh
contract, 2000 to 10,000 barrels A. Clarke, Russel King Miller and
to be delivered daily. Three ves Preston Ware Orem, and is still
sels of the Panama Railroad Steam continuing her study of music so as
ship Company will probably be to become thoroughly acquainted
occupied in transporting the ma with the works of the greatest
terial. The Atlas Company plant is masters and to keep in touch with
located at Northampton and is the the latest and best methods of in
largest cement manufacturing con struction.
cern in the world. It was founded
DEATH S.
by J. Rogers Maxwell and Alfonso
Denavarro, of New York, and is
Adele C. Morgan, daughter of
capable of producing 12,000,000' Mr. and Mrs.. John C. Morgan of
barrels a year.
Fairview Village, after a lingering
illness, died on Friday, aged 36
Fire C o m p a n y D e c id e s to Pu rchase
years. The funeral was held on
N e w E n g in e .
Tuesday at 2.30. Interment in the
At a meeting of the Collegeville Lower Providence Presbyterian
Fire Company, Thursday evening, cemetery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel
it was unanimously decided to pur in charge.
chase one of Howe’s latest improved
engines, equipped with a four
Mrs. H. Kate Funk, wife of Harry Wednesday, August 26.-8 p. m. Rev.
cylinder gasoline motor for pump D. Funk, of East Piheland, Chester
Ira B. Landrith, D. D.
ing water and discharging the same county, died of typhoid fever on Thursday, August 27.-9 a. m. Bible
with rapidity and force. It was Thursday at the Phoenixville hos Study. 10 a. m. Rev. Geo. W. Richards,
D. D. 11 a. m. Rev. A. Edwin Keigwin,
also decided to purchase a hose pital, where her daughter, Mrs.
D. D. 6.80 p. m. Sunset Service. 8 p.
truck and 500 feet of new hose. The Clarence Kendall, of Royersford, is
m. Rev. A. Krecker.
old engine will be accepted by the now in a serious condition from the Friday, August 28.-9 a. m. Bible Hour.
Company as part payment for the same disease. The husband and
10 a. m. Rev. J. Alvin Orr, D. D. 11 a.
equipment. The action of the Fire three sons and a daughter survive.
m. Rev. Arthur J. Smith, D. D. 6.30 p.
m. Sunset Service. 8 p. m. Rev. A. Ed
Company became necessary by rea The funeral was held on Monday.
win Keigwin, D. D.
son of the inefficiency and worn con
Saturday, August 29.-9 a. m. Bible
dition of the old engine, and whilst
Isabel, widow of David Pen nick,
Study. 10 a. m. Rev. Charles Stelzle,
it will involve the expenditure of a died Thursday at the home of her
New York City. 6.30 p. m. Sunset Ser
vice. 8 p. m. Rev. Charles Stelzle.
considerable sum of money, the' son Frank Potts', in Reading, aged Sunday,
August 30.—10 a. m. Sermon.
Fremen feel that the people of this 80 years. Deceased formerly re 8 p. m. Sermon.
borough and vicinity are entitled to sided in this vicinity. Mrs. Sheri
the best protection from fire possi dan, of this borough, is one of two S o m e Other C o llegeville. Perhaps.
ble, and that they will heartily sus surviving sisters. The other sis
A report is going the rounds of
tain the Company in the progress ter, Mrs. Willauer, of Linfield, is the press that one William Hoyer
ive step it has decided to take. A past 90 years of age. The funeral lies in St. Joseph’s Hospital in
subscription paper will be circu was held on Monday. Interment in Philadelphia, suffering from in
lated soon and everybody will be the Lower Providence Presbyterian juries received from thugs in the
asked to do whatever they can, cemetery.
vicinity of Perkiomen Bridge Sun
cheerfully and as a duty, toward
day afternoon; that the injured
helping to pay for the engine, so There is more catarrh In this section of the man’s father, who was returning
than all other diseases put to
that the Company will need to country
gether, and until the last few years was sup from Pottstown to Philadelphia,
borrow the least possible amount of posed to be incurable. For a great many was horrified “as he passed
doctors pronounced it a local disease,
money in making final settlement years
and prescribed local remedies, and by con through a woods just above College
for the new engine, which will be stantly failing.to cure with local treatment, ville, to see his son nearly dead
it incurable. Science has proven
subjected to a public exhibition and pronounced
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and from the loss of blood.” The in
thorough test before it is accepted therefore requires constitutional treatment. jured man says that he attended a
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. butcher’s picnic at Collegeville,
and paid for.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only and that as he left ~the grounds he
constitutional cure on the market. It is was beaten and robbed. The ed
taken internally in doses from 10 drops to a
She Likes Good Things.
teaspoonful. It acts directly pn the blood itor of this paper has been unable
Mrs. Chas. E. Smith, of West Franklin, and mucous surfaces of the system. They to verify this story, in so far as it
Maine, says : “I like good things and have offer one hundred dollars for any case it fails affects this community.
No one
adopted Dr. King’s New Life Pills as our to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials. about here appears to know any
family laxative medicine, because they are Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ogood and do their work without making a
Price 75c per bottle. Sold by all drug, thing about either a “ butcher’s
fuss about it.” These painless purifiers are gists. Testimonials free.
picnic” or a case of highway rob
sold at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug store. 25c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. bery.

PERSO NAL

Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Hendrickson,
of Woodcliff-on-Hudson, were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
Färinger.
George Bordner, who has been
employed in an automobile works at
As bury Park, has returned home.
He will enter Medico Chirurgical
College in Philadelphia in the fall.
Mrs. Seeman is quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs Carmen, of Philadel
phia, were the guests of J. W.
Kooken, at the Wigwam, Sunday.
Mrs. Frank Ashenfelter has re
covered from a recent sickness.
Mr. and Mrs. George Spangler, of
Jenkintown, visited relatives in
this borough, last week.
Mrs. Belle Shaw, of Conshohocken, visited Mrs. Daniel Walt
last Thursday.
Mr, and Mrs. Daniel Walt and
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Koons en
joyed a very pleasant trip to Willow
Grove on Sunday.
Mrs. Richard Thomas, of Phila
delphia, recently entertained a
number of friends at the home
of her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
James Hamer, in honor of her
sister, Miss Fannie Hamer, of
Philadelphia.
C. K. Bullock and Mrs. John A.
Heyser, of Philadelphia, spent Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Fenton.
Miss Katherine Knapp has se
cured a position as stenographer in
Philadelphia.
Miss Hobson, of Reading, is visit
ing Mrs. Ella Hobson.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Vanderslice entertained a number of guests
at Fircroft last week.
Leidy Ashenfelter, of Williamson
Trade School, is spending some
time with his parents.
Miss Katherine Landis, from
Schwenksville, visited Mrs. S. B.
Horning, Sunday.
Mrs. H. G. Roth, Jr., who has
been summering at the New Al
berta, has returned to her home in
Philadelphia.
Miss Hunsberger, of Fairview,
was the Sunday guest of Mrs.
Emma Prizer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spare and
daughter, of Brooklyn, N. Y., are
visiting Mrs. Preston.
Raymond Saylor, Charles Weand
and Russel Kline,' of Pennsburg,
visited Nevin Renninger, Sunday.
Miss Fisher, of Lebanon, and
Miss Wagner, of Shamokin, are^
visiting ,Mrs. C. D. Yost.
Mrs. Wm. H. Colesberry, of
Philadelphia, is visiting her niece
Miss Barrow at “ The Linden,”
Mr. Ammon Rimby and family of
Philadelphia visited Horace Rimby
and family, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayne Longstreth,
from Philadelphia, spent Saturday
and Sunday with Mrs. Sara Long
streth, having returned from an
extended trip to the White Moun
tains.
Miss Louise Calhoon and Mr.
Wallace Burgae, of Philadelphia,
visited at “ The Linden” Saturday
and Sunday.
Excellent He&tth Advice.

Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 379 Gifford
Ave., San Jose, Cal., says : The worth of
Electric Bitters as a general family remedy,
for headache, biliousness and torpor of the
liver and bowels is so pronouneed that I am
prompted to say a word in its favor, for the
benefit of those seeking relief from such
afflictions. There is more health for the di
gestive organs in a bottle of Electric Bitters
than in any other remedy I know of.” Sold
under guarantee at Joseph W. Culbert's
drug store 50c.

LOCAL A N D COUNTY N EW S, PUBLIC SALES, ETC
H o w a W o m e n Q uieted a H o rse .

A Somerset, (Pa.) woman used a
unique method of preventing her
horse from getting seared at pass
ing automobiles. “Here comes an
other one of them devils,” she ex
claimed as she jumped from her
spring wagon in front of a Somer
set grocery a few days ago upon the
approach of an automobile. Then
she held her hands over the horse’s
eyes while the horseless conveyance
passed, with the result that the
horse didn’t, as much as twitch a
muscle. The novel method of pre
venting the frightening of the horse
attracted the attention of a small
crowd, and the curiosity of many
was aroused. The woman had come
to town to dispose of a quantity of
huckleberries.
F reigh t on Trolley Lines.

A representative of the Philadel
phia Rapid Transit Company was in
recent conference with President
Hoeger of the Montgomery County
Rapid Transit Company, relative to
the transportation of freight. The
plan being worked provides for the
hauling of freight from Philadelphia
to all rural points reached by trolley
lines and also the carrying ef freight
from rural points into Philadelphia.
Freight stations are to be erected at
convenient points in Philadelphia,
where freight is to be received and
despatched to all points reached by
trolley cars, without change. Mar
keting and produce will be carried
direct to the various markets in
Philadelphia. The plan is a good
one and in operation will be at once
of great Convenience to the farmers
in Worcester and the Skippack val
ley, and later to many other farmers
when the line of the Company is ex
tended to Harleysville and other
points.
R O Y E R S F O R D A N D S P R I N G C IT Y
N O TES.

The epidemic of typhoid fever in
the boroughs of Spring City and
Royersford is alarming—101 cases
in Spring. City and 44 in Royers
ford. Representatives of the State
Board of Health from Harrisburg,
consisting of five men, are inves
tigating and inspecting conditions
and compelling rigid sanitary
measures to aid in stamping out the
disease.
George Reiff, owner of the hosiery
mill, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Reiff, formerly of Collegeville, is
very low with typhoid fever and
nervous prostration.
The wife of Rev. Maurice Samson,
attended by a trained nurse, is an
other of the typhoid fever cases.
A strong array of speakers of
State and National reputation de
livered addresses at the Grangers’
Picnic on Saturday last at Bonnie
Brae Park. Besides these speakers
there were other attractions, mak
ing it a banner day for the Grang
ers. The Phoenixville band fur
nished music.
Misses Lillian H. and Elizabeth
Johnson, of Fernwood, returned
from Ocean Grove with Dr. C. J.
Brower and family. Among the
treats enjoyed were such artists as
Mm. Lillian Nordica in the cantata
“Gallia,” by Gounod, Mm* Schuman-Heink,. Dan Beddoe next to
Caruso, the greatest tenor, Sig.
Randegger, the great Italian pianist
and Edward Lemare, of England,
who came to Ocean Grove to play
the wonderful and powerful new
Hope-Jones pipe organ in the
auditorium at that place. Mr. Le
mare is said to be the greatest
organist in the world. While Sid
ney, Australia, has the largest pipe
organ in the world, Prof. Lemare
pronounced the Ocean Grove organ
the most wonderful in the world.
Mme. Louise Homer and the Tali
Esen Morgan testimonial concert
were indeed feasts to that immense
audience of over 10,000 people, com
ing from every state in the Union.
Mrs. Maria Peterman has re
turned to the home of%her son War
ren, at Fernwood, Royersford, after
spending a pleasant time camping
at Atlantic City.
Mrs. EttaJ,Russell, of Colwyn, is
visiting the family of Warren Peter
man.
Rev. W. H. Towle, vicar of the
Memorial church of the Epiphany,
has returned from his trip abroad
much benetitted in health. Rev.
Towle visited his father in Scot
land, whom he had not seen for
years.
Mrs. Sarah L. Johnson is suffer
ing with her annual attack of hay
fever.

For the Independent.
T he V illa g e Band.

FROM OAKS.

know how to cater to the appetite.
This cake was a fine affair. The de
sign was unique, K. G. E. No. 211
on the top, and we came within one
of getting it. Bill Ulmer got the
cake.
Well, the question of dividing
this Lower Election District with
Oaks as a polling place, is taking on
shape and form. The upper line
should not run as the crow flies, for
the crow does not al ways fly straight
ending in a corn patch, but a well
defined line. A meeting was called
at Black Rock on Monday evening
to further the object.
A large party of friends and ac
quaintances drove down from Roy
ersford Saturday evening, surpris
ing Miss Bell Keyser on her return
from Atlantic City.
Major Vanderslice and sisters
visited Valley Forge park, Sunday.
I don’t know but these cavalrymen
all look younger than we Dough
Boys, as the cavalrymen called the
infantrymen. Well, we are all
growing older, and the older we
grow we realize the grandeur of
this glorious land we live in. It
was well called God’s country.
Morris McBride has enlisted fay
the third time in the marine corps
and has gone to Mare’s Island,
California. The temptation was too
great for him. His brother George
is with the fleet now at Australia,
and Morris regretted it that he was
not one of them.
Mr. and Mrs. John Weikel, of
Trappe, visited Mr. and Mrs. I. R.
Weikel, Sunday. Mr. Weikel came
down to Valley Forge park to see
his brother Isaac, who is a guard
there.
Rev. Mr. Ege’s subject for this
coming Sunday evening services at
Saint Paul’s Memorial church will
be by special request: Why Saint
Paul was not ashamed of the gospel
of Christ.
Solomon Henry is reported on the
sick list.

The Twin Villages were thrown
into considerable excitement over
the report the Baldwin Locomotive
Works had purchased the Brick
yard, plant, and all, and would
move the machinery of that gigantic
enterprise to Perkiomen. The price
of land went up several points, and
there was a bright spec in the dim
future that Perkiomen would not
only be a city but an important
manufacturing point. But these re
ports have been exposed to the at
mosphere so long a time that they
have become frowy. About every
total or annular eclipse of the sun
these reports leak out, but it is
claimed this is official, confirmed by
one who stands in with the firm,
and it is to his credit that he him
self has said it, as he knows, and
knowing, is not backward to let
others know it. A blacksmith shop
is under construction just east of
the flag factory and next to the gar
age and Perkiomen avenue. Per
haps that is some encouragement to
the Baldwin firm to locate here. A
man from New Jersey will run the
blacksmith shop.
Report si|ys the Pennsylvania
Schuylkill Valley Division is to be
further improved by planting flowers
on either side along the line. Say,
it would be a sensible improvement
Items From Trappe.
' to have a bench or two or an ordin
A special meeting of Town Cqun ary store box for the accommodation
oil was held Monday evening to of the patrons to sit on while await
further consider the proposed ing a train. Abe Brower’s fence,
which answered the purpose of sit
change of grade on State street.
ting down, is about down and the
John H. Fetterolf, of Philadel last remaining panel is leaning
phia, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. badly.
James R. Weikel, Sunday.
We were hit with a bit of a cold
Ralph B. Wismer, in company wave Friday morning. The ther
mometer marked fifty degrees at my
with Eli and Charles Wismer, of Comrade
Weikel’s residence, and he
Gratersford, visited Mr. and Mrs. says frost might accompany fortyIra Ashenfelter, of Philadelphia, eight degrees. The Katydid will
have to get in out of the cold before
Sunday.
its six weeks’ summer vacation .is
David G. Tyson, after a prolonged over, if so sudden a change raps us.
illness, was out and about for the Perhaps it was a breeze from Peary
asking the government to aid him CONDENSED NEW S IT E M S
first time on Monday.
with money to develope the unex
Miss Sadie Bower is visiting plored
regions around the North
Thursday, August 20.
friends at Wissahickon.
Pole.
Hector France, the French novelist
Mr. and Mrs. Lin wood Anderson,
George Yocum has been sick for anfl publicist, died in Paris.
The Pennsylvania grand lodge,
of Skippack, were the guests of Mr. several days, and it is reported
there are symptoms of typhoid fever. Knights of Pythias, met in annual con
and Mrs. Howard Reiff, Sunday.
George is a stout, rugged boy, and vention at Connellsville.
Rev. Warren S. Nichol and family our sympathy goes out for our
Two mines of the Berwind-White
Coal company, at Windber, near Pitts
of Souderton, were the recent young friend in his affliction.
burg, were closed down for lack of
guests of Rev. and Mrs. W. O.
We formed the acquintance of Mr. water.
Fegely.
Ebert the other day. We have a
The machinists on the Gould rail
The public schools of this bor fellow feeling for the sons and road have voted to call a general
daughters of the old veterans and
ough - will open next Monday, Au appreciate their kindly sociability strike, but efforts will be made to set
tle the dispute.
gust 31, with Misses Sipple and and greetings.
The ten-year-old daughter of John
Dismant as teachers.
Edgar Parsons had a severe at Stoltz, living at Armour, S. D., com
M.. B. Schrack and wife spent tack of indigestion Friday evening. mitted suicide, using a double-barreled
Mr. Parsons is employed in the shotgun to commit the deed.
Sunday at Royersford.
Friday, August 21.
drafting and template department of
The Christian Missionary Alliance
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wisler visi the Phoenix Iron Company, and in
ted Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B. Wisler at making and finishing the templates of Southern New York and Northern
there is more or less very fine dust Pennsylvania held a conference at
Pine Iron Works, Sunday.
which inhaled is not very pleasant. Binghamton, N. Y.
Captain Charles K. Jackson, sev
Choice timothy seed at BrownThe race riot at Springfield, 111., enty-one years old, a Great Lakes
back’s store.
where the ashes of the Great Eman sailor for more than half a century,
Collector Irwin Weikel will re cipator are inurned, was a disgrace died at his home in Algonac, Mich.
A license was issued at Elicott City,
ceive borough taxes at Brown- to a civilized nation. The white
man and the colored man are here to Md., for the marriage of Rev. George
back’s store this Thursday from 2 stay,
and it is high time we are S. Fitzhugh, aged sixty-seven years, to
to 6 p. m.
coming to be reconciled to the fact. Lulu V. Frazier, a girl ten years old.
Archbishop Falconio, apostolic dele
Miss Edith Orcut and Mr. Harry Treat the colored man with respect,
it will teach him the fact that gate at Washington, has accepted an
Ketterer, spent part of last week at and
respectability goes far in making a invitation to dedicate the newly es
Beckman’s hotel.
quiet, orderly citizen as well as a tablished Francican seminary at CatsMiss Gertude Sipple, Miss Dis respecter of the laws of the land.
kill, N. Y., on Sept. 17.
Saturday, August 22.
mant, Miss Elsie Detwiler and Miss
Parties unknown gained an en
miners lost their lives
Ethel Sipple spent Thursday of trance to the Memorial churph at bySeventy-six
an explosion in the Maypole mine
Valley
Forge
last'Saturday
evening.
last week in Reading.
Entrance was made at a four-paned at Wigan, England.
Leslie A. Fields was fined $300 for
window in the rear of the building
offering for sale obscene postal cards
next
to
the
woods.
With
a
sharpJottings From Limerick.
edged bit of limestone the glass was on the Boardwalk a t Atlantic City,
Pastor Haws, of the Evangelical broken and a free opening was N. J.
John V. Farwell, Chicago’s pioneer
church will hold baptismal ser made for the robbers. They rifled
merchant and capitalist, is dead. He
the
subscription
boxes,
which
some
vices on. the banks of Lodle creek,
been head of the firm of J. V. Farsay contained fifty dollars or .more had
on Cloud’s farm on Sunday at 10.30. ' and
well
& Co. since 1862.
others six or eight dollars.
Joseph Nushura, aged twenty-one,
An invitation to the public is ex Burnt matches littered the floor,
fell sixty feet down the Lackawanna
tended.
; proving they were not professionals shaft
in Olyphant, Pa., and every bone
though
mayhap
addicted
to
purloin
Geo. Schott visited friends in
in
his
body was broken. He toppled
ing. It is thought they were hoboes. from the
carriage while ascending.
Reading, Sunday.
We do not hear of any liberalMonday, August 24.
Mrs. Albert Stauffer and daugh minded man-around here chipping
Thieves broke into John Figler’s
ters, Mary and Emma, visited H. F. in to aid the Bryan campaign. hennery at South,Bethlehem, P a , and
Stauffer and family, Sunday and There are several Debs voters here, stole 170 spring chickens.
Charles Jenkins, of Lehighton, P a,
Socialists and Hisgen blowers, but
Monday.
when it comes to the scratch they caught a foot in a guard rail on the
Wm. Spare and family, of Norris will vote for Bryan.
railroad a t Packerfcon, was run down
town, spent last week on the
Lewis Dettra, son and daughter, andTokilled.
inaugurate a campaign of edu
Brooke farm.
of Stevens City, Virginia, is visit cation
on the injunction question Chi
ing
Mr.
Dettra’s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jacob Weikel and family, of
cago labor leaders formed the Injunc
Philadelphia, are spending the Mrs. John B. Dettra.
tion Reform League.
Savingmer daughter, who had stop
There was a good attendance,
week with Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
though the weather was damp in: ped on a railroad crossing to play with
Rahn.
the fore part of the day, at the a dog, Mrs. Joseph Mackey was killed
The public schools of the town Harvest Home meeting held at by a train at Peoria, 111.
Said to have secured $225 by falsely
ship will open Monday next, Au Green Tree, Saturday. The pastor
of the Royersford church preached representing th at he had the financial
gust 31.
the Harvest Home sermon. Mr. support of Russell A. Alger, Frank
Miss Katie Fry, of Philadelphia, Joseph Fitzwater’s reminiscences lin I. Pishion, of Richmond, Va., was
spent Saturday and Sunday with of Green Tree were replete with in-: arrested at Detroit.
Tuesday, August 25.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John terest and very entertaining. John.
O. K. Roberts, of Phoenixville, tbe: George Pall, a Hungarian, was
Fry.
veteran editor and singer, sang a drowned in the Delaware river a t KinWilliam Linderman and family, of solo. He also suggested to Mr. kora, N. J., while bathing.
The Pacific fleet, under Rear Admi
Royersford, spent Sunday with his Fitzwater the importance of having
the reminiscences printed in pam ral Swinburn, sailed from San Fran
mother, Mrs. Martha Linderman.
for Honolulu, towing seven tor
Miss Daisy, Hartenstine, of Potts- phlet form, so others could read if cisco
pedo destroyers.
they
did
not
hear
it.Mr.
Roberts
town, spent several days with her made an address, and Rev. Mr.
Rev. Thomas N. Arnold, one of the
parents.
%
Meyers also. Mrs. Meyers' was in most prominent ministers of the Chris
Mrs. Wm. Osborne left for her attendance. The tables were spread tian church in the south, died while
route to Versailles, Ky., to preach
home in Philadelphia after spend in Mr. Wallace Rambo’s yard under en
at a funeral.
the
shade
of
the
trees.
It
was
an
ing a week with Edna Kline.
Three persons were badly hurt, one
occasion long to be remembered at
T. D. Kline and daughter Edna, old Green Tree.
woman probably fatally, while several
others were terribly bruised in a panic
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Zeller and son
The K. G. E. of Sbannonville on a swiftly moving street car, which
Gerald, of Philadelphia, Mr. Ephe- Castle, No. 212, held their festival caught fire, at Cleveland, O.
heimer, of Royersford, Harvey on the grounds at Audubon. There
Wednesday, August 26.
Linderman, Wilson Stauffer, Wil was a good attendance and a good
Joseph Butcher, said to be the old
liam Speilman and Estella Rahn, time was had. The Port Kennedy est member of the Odd Fellows’ lodge
furnished the music, which in New Jersey, died at his home in
were the Sunday guests of Mr. and Band
was a great improvement on the Capiden, aged 93 years.
Mrs. Henry Hoff.
general order of things. Mr. Owens
About 2,000 men were given employ
Mrs. H. L. Porr is spending sev presented the Eagles with a hand ment at the mills of the Cherry River
some cake, baked by those who Boom & Lumber company, located at
eral days in Philadelphia.

Looking far down the vista of years,
A scene that I love in fancy appears;
’Tis th at of gay children in the tall grass,
Eagerly waiting to see the band pass.
An air of leisure broods over the home,
This warm afternoon, so now wearecome,
Merry young folks, to while away the
hours,
Uqder the trees amid grass and flowers.
There’s a picnic to-day not far away,
Where the village band is playing, they
say;
Down the dusty pike is their homeward
< way,
Then we’ll be sure to see the band, so gay.
“I hear them coming,” shouts alittle one.
Then for the fence there is a sudden run;
Nearer, clearer, the sounds of music come,
With the measured beat of the big bass
drum.
The prancing horses swiftly come in view,
With the gorgeous band-wagon—’tis just
new;
High up in front the driver with Arm hand
Guides his steeds. My, we think it all so
grand.
Sweetly the band plays, to our great de
light,
S tar Spangled Banner, —now they’re lost
to sight;
But backward float the patriotic strains,
Ah, “Old Glory,” our love for thee ne’er
wanes.
J. G. H.
Trappe, Pà., Aug. 24, 1908.
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Rlchwood, near Clarksburg, W .Va.
Clayton W. Williams, colored, who
murdered Mrs. L. B. Briggs recently,
by beating her over the head with a
chair, died of starvation and exhaus
tion in the county jail at Chicago.
Clifford Savage, a legless newsboy
who sold papers in New York, and
known among his fellows as the “Fly
ing Dutchman,” committed suicide
here by inhaling illuminating gas in
his home on the E ast Side.

MARKET QUOTATIONS
The

Latest Closing Prices In the
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quiet;
winter extras, new, $3.50@3.65; Penn
sylvania roller, clear, $3.70@3.85; city
mills, fancy, $6@6.25. RYE FLOUR
steady; per bbl., $4.25@4.30. WHEAT
quiet; No. "2 red, western, 96@96%c.
CORN steady; No. 2 yellow, local,
88@88%c. OATS quiet; No. 2 white,
clipped, 54@54%c.; lower grades,
52c. HAY steady; timothy, large
bales, $15. PORK firm; family, per
barrel, $18.50. BEEF steady; beef
hams, per barrel, $27@28. POULTRY;
Live firm; hens, 13@13%c.; old roos
ters, 10c. Dressed steady; choice
fowls, 14c.; old roosters, 10c. BUT
TER firm; creamery, 27c. EGGS
firm; selected, 26@28c.; nearby, 22c.;
western, 22c. POTATOES firm; new,
per barrel, $2.25@2.50; Sweet Pota
toes, Eastern Shore, Va., prime, per
barrel, $1.75@2.
BALTIMORE—WHEAT steady; No.
2 spot, 98@98Vic.; steamer No. 2 spot,
93%@93%c. CORN dull; mixed spot,
83%c.; southern, 83@87c. OATS eas
ier; old white, No. 2, 56@57c.; No. 3,
64@55c.; new No. 2, 55#55%c.; mix
ed, No. 2, 53@54c. BUTTER steady;
creamery separator extras, 22%@23c.;
held, 19@20c.; prints, 24@25c.; Mary
land and Pennsylvania dairy prints,
16@16%c. EGGS firm; fancy Maryland
and Pennsylvania, 19%c.; Virginia,
19%c.; W est Virginia, 19%c.; south
ern, 18%c.

P UBUIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, AUGUST 27, 1908, at Porr’s hotel,
Limerick, one carload of fresh cows direct
from Lebanon county. Also a few wellbred stock bulls. These cows have been
carefully selected and are a lot of big milk
and butter producers. They will make
dollars for buyers. Sale a t 2 o’clock.
Conditions by
JONAS FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.

P URLIO NALES OF
FRESH COWS
AND ONE STOCK BULLI
Will be sold at public sale on TUES
DAY, SEPTEMBER 1,1908, at the Sunnyside Stock Farm, Trooper, Pa., one car
load of fresh cows and springers and one
stock bull, direct from Clarion county,
Pa. This stock has been selected with
great care, by an experienced buyer, and
will be the kind that will meet the re
quirements of the farmers and dairymen
of this locality. Come and judge for
yourself, Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Condi
tions by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.
David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.

P UBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
LAMBS AND FAT YEARLINGS AT
PRIVATE SALE.

Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY
AUGUST 31, 1908, at Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel, 30 fresh cows, and one stock bull.
100 fine lambs and fat yearlings at private
sale during tbe forenoon on Monday—the
day of sale. Gentlemen, I have selected a
Live Stock Markets.
lot of very choice cows for your inspec
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— tion and bids. They will please you be
CATTLE higher: choice, $6.25@6.50; cause they are the kind you are always
prime, $5.80@6.25. SHEEP steady; looking for. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi
J. W. MITTERLING.
prime wethers, $4.40@4.50; culls and tions by
common, $2@3; lambs, $3.50@6; veal L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, cl’k.
calves, $8@8.25. HOGS lower; "prime
heavies and mediums, $6.90@6.95;
heavy Yorkers, $6.85@6.90; light YorkUBLIC SALE OF
ers, $6.40@6.65; pigs, $5 25@5.50;
roughs, $6 @6.
t

P

FRESH COWS!

Cost of Courtesy.
The adage “Courtesy costs nothing”
would if true offer sufficient reason to
insure its observance by practically
every member of the commercial com
munity, ft being fairly obvious to most
of us that courtesy is an excellent
lubricant for the machinery in busi
ness. To be always courteous in busi
ness, however, requires a very consid
erable expenditure of mental effort,
which very few of us are capable of
sustaining at all times.—Magazine of
Commerce
—
.
The annual meeting of the College
N
ville Gas Company will be held in Fire
o t ic e

a n nu a l m ee tin g

men’s Hall, Collegeville, on Tuesday, Sep
tember 1, 1908, at 3 p. m., to elect Direc
tors for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of other business. By order
of the Board of Directors.
G. F. CLAMER, President.
W. P. Fenton, Secretary.
7-23.

.
The borough and school tax dupli
N
cates for 1908 of the borough of College
o t ic e to t a x p a y e r s

ville are in the hands of the undersigned
collector. On all taxes paid within 60
days from August 15 there will be a re
bate of 5 per cent. Taxes not paid within
six months from date aforesaid, 5 per
cent, will be added thereto. I will receive
said taxes at my residence on Tuesday,
Friday, and Saturday afternoons of each
week, from 1 to 6p. m.
8-13.
F. C. PRIZER, Collector.
.
The members of the Perkiomen Val
F
ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
ir e t a x n o t ic e

«

Ä

v"fl!

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1908, a t Dunn’s
hotel, Gratersford, one carload of wellselected and choice fresh cows from Dayton, Virginia. These cows are fine shapes,
thrifty, big milk and butter producers, and
deserve the special attention of farmers
and and dairymen. Sale at 2 o’clock.
Conditions by
JONAS P . FISHERF. H. Peterman, auct.
o t ic e t o t a x p a y e r s .
The School Tax Duplicate for the
year 1908, for the Township of Upper
Providence, has been placed in tbe hands
of the undersigned collector. All persons
who shall within sixty (60) days from
July 2,1908, make payment of any taxes
charged against them in said duplicate,
shall be entitled to a reduction of five per
centum from the amount thereof; and all
persons who shall fail to make payment
of any taxes charged against them in said
duplicate on or before the 31st day of
December, shall be charged five per cent,
additional on the taxes charged against
them, which will be added thereto. Cor
respondence to receive attention must in
all cases be accompanied by postage for
reply.
The collector will be at the -following
places to receive said tax :
At Black Rock, August 20, from 2 to 6
p. m.
At Mr. Detwiler’s Blacksmith Shop,
August 21, from 1 to 5 p. m. i.
At Brower’s Store, Port Providence,
August 26, from 9 to 11 a.,m.
At Durham’s, Mont Clare, August 26,
from 2 to 6 p. m.
At Mingo Creamery, August 27, from 2
to 5 p. m.
At Lamb Hotel, Trappe, August 28,
from 1 to 5 p. m.
At my home, Green Tree, near Oaks,
August 29 and 31, from 7a. m. to 6 p. m.
JOSEPH UMSTEAD,
Collector of Upper Providence Township.

N

Montgomery County are hereby notified
that a tax was levied on July 1, 1908, of
$1.50 on each one thousand dollars for
which they are insured to pay losses sus
ANTED.
tained. Payments will be made to the
Baled wheat and oat straw. Ap
collector or to the Secretary a t bis office
ply at Mattress Factory,
in Collegeville.
204 and 206 W. MARSHALL ST.,
Extract from Charter: And if any mem
Norristown, Pa.
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect 7-2-6t.
to pay his or her assessment within 40
days after the publication of the same, 20
per cent, of the assessment will be added
o r sale.
thereto; and if payment be delayed for 50
About 80 feet of good pale fencing,
days longer, then bis, her or their policy painted; square, smooth pales. Apply at
shall have become suspended until pay
THIS OFFICE. .
ment shall have been made.
The 40 days’ time for the payment of
said tax will date from July 25, 1908.
o r sale. .
7-23.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Sec.
A birdseye maple bedroom suite,
good as new. Apply to
SAMUEL HARLEY, Trappe, Pa.
Opposite Beckman’s hotel.
8-13.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Susan C. Smith, deceased.
Letters of administration on the above
o r sa le.
estate having been granted to the under
signed, all persons indebted to the said
Two oak bedroom suites, one enam
estate are requested to make payment, eled bedstead, and one oak washstand;
and those having claims to present the all good as new and for sale cheap. Ap
same without delay, to
ply to
JOHN SPANG,
JOSEPH C. SMITH,
8-13.
Eagleville, Pa.
Norristown, Pa.
Or to bis attorney, Thos. Hallman,
o r sale.
Collegeville, Pa.
8-27.
A horse-power, thresher and cleaner,
in good order. Will be sold cheap. Ap
ply to
SAYLOR & GLISSON,
XECUTOR’S NOTICE..
Near Eagleville,
Estate of Nannie V. Raeyling, late 6-18-3t.
of Lower Providence township, deceased.
Letters testamentary on the above estate
o r sa le.
having been granted to the undersigned,
A farm of 54 acres in the borough of
notice is hereby given to all persons in
Trappe.
Numerous springs of pure water;
debted to the same to make prompt pay
ment, and those having claims against two streams of water running, through
the estate will present them without de farm. Enough fine building stone (easily
quarried) on the place to build a town. A
lay to
JOHN H. SPANG, Executor,
7-30.
Eagleville, Pa. bargain in real estate. For further infor
mation call, Mondays or Tuesdays,
AT THIS OFFICE.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Mary Ann Fry, late of
o r sa le.
Lower Providence township, Montgomery
Ten sucking pigs, five weeks old.
county, Pa., deceased. Letters testamen Apply to
CHAS. ESSIG,
tary upon said estate having been granted 8-20.
Collegeville, Pa.
to the undersigned notice is hereby given
to all parties indebted to the estate to
n t iq u e w o r k f o r s a l e .
make prompt settlement, and those hav
7-foot lawn settee, 2 single
ing claims against the same will pre chairs,One
flower vase. Price, $30. Apply to
sent them without delay to
6-11.
JOSEPH
JEWELL, Trappe. Pa.
S. B. HORNING, Executor,
7-16.
•
Collegeville, Pa.
ILL EXCHANGE.
New house and some building lots
OST!
A brown broadcloth coat between In town for unincumbered village property
A. J. C.,
Gay street, Phcenixville, and Collegeville. or a farm.
Phoenixvilie, Pa.
Finder will receive reward by returning to 7-9-tf.
300 Gay Street, Phoenixville.
8-27
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TWeHRESHING^AND
SAWING.
will be ready, July 1, to do . thresh
w ood

ing and wood-sawing with gasoliae en
gine power. Prompt and satisfactory
work and reasonable prices. Apply to or
address
SAYLOR & GLISSON,
Bell ’phone No. 45 M.
Near Eagleville.

HI C. POLEY,

Tinsmith and Roofer,
LIMERICK, PA. Roofing and spouting
done; roofs painted. Repair work a
specialty. Dealer in heaters, ranges, tin
ware, galvanized iron, etc.
6-18-3m.

SHORT STORY A N D M ISCELLANY.
RPHANS’ COURT OF MONTGOMERY No. 4 4 - H arshaw — Aug. 14—First and final
fairly fascinating. Often after that he
COUNTY, PA. NOTICE OF FILING
account of Ralph N. Warner, Jr., guardian
came to the studio, and always his
AND AUDIT OF ACCOUNTS.
of Samuel K. Harshaw, Jennie J. Harheart sank within him as he realized
shaw, and Rebecca R. Harshaw, late
Notice Is hereby given to heirs, legatees,
minors.
how absorbed and determined was this creditors, and all parties In Interest, that the
DeKalh and Main S ts.
lovable, young-old woman. She re following accounts have been filed In the No. 45- K line —Aug. 14—First and final ac
count of Serias Kline et. al. executors of
minded him of a family friend who office of the Register of Wills or Clerk of
Court, as ihe case may be, of said
since its organization has paid over
Jesse Kline, late of Upper Salford, dec'd.
would sit enraptured at grand opera Orphans’
county, on the dates below stated, that said
or concert and yet who could never executors, administrators, guardians and No. 46—S tono —Aug. 15— First and final
C ecity A lle n .
account of Catharina 3tong, administra $ 4 7 5 , 0 0 0 to its depositors in
strike a single true note or carry a trustees have settled their accounts in said
-----I
trix of Louis 3tong, late of the township
C opyrighted, 1908, by Associated
mterest on their actune and who wept because singing office; and that the same will be presented
of Montgomery, in the county of Mont
L ite ra ry Press.
to
the
Orphans’
Court
of
said
county
on
counts.
gomery, deceased.
her babies to sleep was a boon de
Tuesday, Sept. 15, 1908, at 10 o’clock a.
nied.
,
m., for confirmation, at which time the No. 47—Christman —Aug. 15—8econd and I
final account of Joho F Christman and I 'P ^ ® 5 ,0 0 0 to its Stockholders iin
Of Wilhelmina’s taste in dinner giv
Remington dropped In to see Wilhel- Honorable William F. Solly, President
The same water is used over
Warren F. Christman, executors of Peter
ing and the quality of her hospitality mlna oftenest when he was sure of Judge of said Court, will sit in Court Room
dividends on their
and over again to operate
Christman,
late
of
Lower
Pottsgrove,
de
No.
8
,
in
the
Court
House,
to
audit
<
aid
ac
there could be no question. The first finding her alone. He avoided her din
stock.
ceased.
hear and pass upon exceptions
was above reproach; the second, like ners and teas and chafing dish sup counts
wherever filed, and make distribution of the No. 48—M o y e r — Aug. 15—First and final And has accumula
that of mercy, was not strained.
pers. He found Wilhelmina’s society balance ascertained to be in the hands of
Hot Water and
account of Eugene W. Scholl, admin stra$ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
Of Wilhelmlna’s ability as an artist, a real Inspiration In his work, for said accountants.
tor of Elizabeth Moyer, late of Upper ted a surplus of
Steam Systems
Hanover, deceased.
however, there was very grave ques Remington had a mission. He wished No. 1—I kons June 1—®irst and final action Indeed. Those who had no desire to transplant to the suburbs of New
count of E. Waring Wilson, administrator No. 49—K l i n e —Aug. 15—First and final ac IT IS liberal to its depositors.
Only a few gallons need to
count of James B. Sbisler, administrator
of David Irons, deceased.
to defer to her dinners were very apt York the love of old English architec
Conservative in its investments.
af Leah Kline, late of Franconia, deceased.
be
added during a season.
to pronounce her pictures daubs, which ture which he had absorbed during his No. 2—Corson—J une 4—Account of John
Careful in its management.
50—H e y d r ic k —Aug 15— First and
Automatically
will explain why Dobson drew Rem year In the English provinces. And
J. Corson, administrator of Dr. William No.
final account of Adam H. Fisher, admin If not a Depositor, would it mot pay
Corson, deceased.
operated,
ington aside and reviewed the situa Wllhelmina not only appreciated Eng
istrator of Rachel Heydrick, lata of Upper
tion. Dobson was taking Donald Rem lish architecture, but she seemed In No. 3—F retz —June 4 —First and final ac
safe
Gwynedd, deceased.
you to become one ?
count of William H. Fret*, administrator No. 51—L o y d —Aug. 15—First and final ac
ington, who had ju st returned from a stinctively to grasp its fundamental
and
c. t. a. of Mary Ann Fretz, late'of Jenktncount of William H. Loyd, Jr., executor of
year in England, to enjoy one of Wil- principles.
very
town, deceased.
William
H.
Loyd,
deceased.
helmina’s Sunday night dinners.
Remington had not dared to tell her No. 4—8nyder—J une 9—First and final ac
durable.
52—G o e t t l b r — Aug. 15—First and final
“You see, she hasn’t had a fair how much he had depended upon her
count of Amanda H. Snyder and Hutchin No.
account of William F. Goettler, executor
chance yet, but she’s awfully ambi working out his plans for the cottage
son Smith, executors of John H. Snyder,
ID E A L
of Christian Goettler, late of Souderton,
late of Cheltenham township, deceased.
tious, and we all have hopes.”
contest in the '“ladies’ round the year
Boilers
deceasid.
and
Remington nodded understanding^. guest.” That was why, with triumph No. 5—Raudenbush—J une 18—First and No. 53—H ausmann — Aug. 15— First and
A M E R IC A N
final account of Owen Raudenbush, execu
He knew the type of artist, though lightening his heels and brightening
final account o f Henry S. Hausmann, ad
Radiator*
tor of Emma C. Raudenbush, late of
ministrator
of
Ellamlna
Hausmann,
late
the rosy colors in which Dobson had his eyes, he rushed Into her studio one
-Whitpain township, deceased.
of New Hanover, deceased.«
painted the dinner prospective had stormy March day, the letter of su No. 6r-RiEGLE—June 19—Second and final
54—R e i p f — Aug. 15—First and final ac
rather confused him:
preme importance held aloft. And
account of Samuel J. Garner, administra No.
ONE OF THE VERT
count of Jonathan G. Ziegler and Samuel
“They lived on a farm—her folks had Wllhelmina sprang up abruptly from
tor of Mary E. Riegle, late of Moreland
W. Riff, executors of Joseph D. Reiff, late
BENT BOILERN ON
township, .deceased.
all kinds of money, blooded stock and the mass of pillows on her divan and
of Sklppacb, deceased.
When buying FOOTWEAR is
THE RARHET.
all that—and they sent her to boarding tried bravely but Ineffectually to hide No. 7—Godshalk—J une 20—First and final No. 55—S cheetz — Aug. 15-First and final
account of Sallle A. Barndt, administra
her tears.
where you want to trade.
account
of
Montgomery
Trust
Company,
tor of Elizabeth Godshalk, late of Fran
Remington stopped, jo y , freezing on
of Norristown, and Harry D. Scheetz, ex
conia township, deceased.
ecutora of Samuel Scheetz, deceased, late OCR STOKE
his lips at sight of her obvious grief.
No. 8—Pbarce—J une 34—First and final
of Nofriton Township.
is a favorite with those who shop
“Wllhelmina, what has happened?
The undersigned will furnish and erect
account of Harry Pearce, executor of Celia No. 56—P ugh—Aug. 15 — The final ac
with this end in view.
Tell me at once.”
Pearce, iate of Norristown, deceased.
IDEAL
BOILERS and guarantee satis
count of Ephraim F. Slough, surving ex
“Daniels sent me home—told me to No. 9—F ritz—J une 27—First and final ac
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
ecutor of Sara Jane Pugh, late of Norris OCR BUSINESS
count of John S. Fritz et. al. trustees for
town, deceased.
pack up my brushes and go away.
FREED BOILERN — excellent steam
is founded on sound principles.
John E. Fritz, under the will of Ephraim No. 57—G o d s h a l l — Aug. 15—First and final
His class was not for such as I.”
makers,
safe, and satisfactory—manufact
O
C
R
"
IV
A
R
E
Fritz, late of Pottstown, deceased.
account of Andrew G. Godshall, et al.,
’Hie wretched truth was out. Dan
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater|Company
is
a
guarantee
that
representation
No.
10—S
winehart
—J
uly
1
First
and
Admrs.
of
John
C.
Godshaii,
late
of
iels, whose special course at the acade
of Collegevllie. Windmills furnished and
final account of George Bland, adminis
-will be fulfilled.
Franconia, deceased.
my was for the chosen few. the few
trator of Jacob Swinehart, late of Potts No. 58-LMh l l in —Aug. 15— First aDd final
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
WE ARE SHOWING
with money to pay, had turned her out,
town, deceased.
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
account of J. B. Larzelere, Jr., Admluis
money or no money. Like many a No. 11—H eydrick—J uly 3—First and final
tempting values in all kinds' oj foot ing done at reasonable prices.
trator of Patrick Mullio, late of Jenklntown, deceased.
account oi J. K. Rittenbouse, guardian of
genius, he declined to teach those who
wear. Call and see us.
Estella R. Heydrick, late a minor.
x \
gave no promise.
No. 59—HALLOWELL—Ju ly 14—Final ac
count of William F, 8olly, trustee ap
And Remington realized bitterly that No. 12—Kitsblman—J uly 8—First and final
is
account of C. Anderson Warner and Robpointed by the Orphans’ Court for Eliza
4-4.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the blow had been doubly hard because
ley A. Warner, executors of Garrett Kltbeth A. Stearly, under will of Rachel S.
of the false hopes raised In this wo
selman, late of Lower Merlon, deceased.
Hallowell, late of Abington, deceased.
man’s heart by those who had feasted No. 13—K r e w s o n —July 9—First and final No. 60—W is l e r —Aug. 6—The account of
Main St., Norristown, Pa.
at her board.
account of J . Harry Frantz, administrator
Charles H. Wisler, substituted trustee un
w m m
of Anna Mary Krewson, late of Lansdale,
Like a flash from the skies came his
der the will of Isaac Wisler, deceased, for
I*
deceased.
Jacob Wisler.
inspiration.
No.
14—S
impson
—J
uly
9—Account
of
Alex.
No 61—Bradley—Aug. 11—First and final
“I am sorry if you are disappointed,
Simpson, Jr., trustee for Marlon M. Cbadaccount of Francis Dimond, trustee of the
dear giri,” he said, drawing her gently
wiek, under the will of Mary A. Simpson,
dower fund in the estate of Patrick Brad
down on the divan and gripping her
Deceased.
ley, late of NorrIstowD, deceased.
hand firmly in his, “but it gives me the No. 15—Shutt—J uly 13—First and final ac
EDWARD J . CAINE,
courage to tell you what I wanted to
count of William B. Cornell, executor of Register of Wills and ex-officio Clerk of
Mary Shutt, late of Moreland township,
say for a long time. Will you drop
Orphans’ Court.
n
deceased.
still life and the figure, oils and studio
Your Choice in STORE GOODS a t bed
No
16—F
ry
—J
uly
16—First
and
final
ac
Bfe and dig hard into architecture
count of the Royersford Trust Company, 'VTOTIGE TO TAXPAYERS.
rock prices awaits you at
and interior decoration? That’s your
County Taxes.
guardian of Amelia Louisa Fry, late a
gift. I’ve known It ever since the first
minor.
In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
g
night I stepped into this room and No. 17—Caklb—J uly 17—First and final Marco 17, 1868, and supplementary acts
thereto,
the
Treasarer
of
Montgomery
Oounty
I WANT TO BE YOUB TEACHER,” HE SAID
studied your hangings. And she who
account of Security Company of Potts will meet the Taxpayers of said Oounty at the
GENTLY.
town, guardian of Emma F. Carle, a following named places and time for the pur
helps to build a home Is as great as she
minor.
pose of receiving the County, State and Dog
school. You know how those finishing who paints pictures for its walls. Will
for th© year 1908, assessed In their re
No. 18—Vaughan —July 24—First and final Taxes
schools kill one’s style.”
you?”
spective districts, viz:
account of Bryn Mawr Trust Company,
■8
“From finishing school to studio,
Taxes
will be received at the Oounty Treas
“Do you think I could really?”
administrator of Catharine A. Vaughan, urer’s Office,
Norristown, (Tom June X to Sep
eh?”
In making your purchases at
Our large and well assorted stock of
deceased.
His words had been balm to her
tember 16, from 8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of
“Not much. You musn’t make any aching ears. She raised those wonder No. 19- W ensbl—J uly 37—First and final 3 p. m.
SPRING and SUMMER DRESS GOODS
State Rate, 4 mills.
mistake. She Isn’t exactly a spring ful gray eyes to his brown ones, and
■ experience enables the proprietor
includes Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces,
account of George N. Malsberger, admin
Oounty
Kate,
2
mills.
istrator of John H. Wensel, late of Doug
chicken. She’ll never see thirty again. her lips curved into a smile pathetic
to know ju st what to buy, how
Embroideries, &c. Stock of Muslins, Cali
Oorrespondeneo to reeelve attention must be
lass township, decea ed.
But we call her Wllhelmina because ally brave and womanly. And again
to buy, and how to sell the thou
accompanied with postage for reply and in all coes, and Ginghams, complete.
she likes It—makes her feel as if she Remington did the thing he had not No. 20—Tyson—J uly 27—First and final ac cases location of property, whether in township
sand and more articles kept in
count of Milton H. Walters, guardian of or Borough, must be definitely given.
was one of us.”
stock in a thoroughly equipped
anticipated. He bent over deliberately
8 usan B. Tyson, late a minor.
Inquiries relative to taxes reeelved after
“So does art defer to appetite,” mur and kissed the lovely lips.
general store.
No. 21—Gear —July 28—First and final ac September 10, will not be answered.
mured Remington as he lighted a fresh
Taxes not paid to the Oounty Treasurer on or C a r p e t S w e e p e r s ,
count of Annie Gear, administratrix c. t. before
I want to be your teacher,” he said
September
15,1908,
will
be
given
Into
the
cigarette.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
of John Gear, late of Bridgeport, dec’d. hands of a collector, when 5 per cent, will be
gently. “Not for a few weeks or
Nix Different Styles.
"Well, you wait. She went back months, but always. Why, you know No. 22—R it c h ib —July 30—First and final added for collection as per Aet of Assembly,
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
account of Rhoads Ritchie et. al. executors
home from school and took care of we’ve done those cottage drawings to
WM. M, HAGGINBOTHOM,
GOODS, or in any department of
of Robert Ritchie, late of Moreland, dec’d.
Treasurer of Montgomery County, P a.
both the old folks till they died, three gether and won! Here’s the letter.
the big store on the corner you
Treasurer’s Office, Norristown. P a..
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS in
weeks apart. ,^hen she sold out every We 11 build one of these very houses No. 28—Bigony—Aug. 1—First and final Oounty
will find what you want at the
April 24,1908.
account
of
W.
Norman
Morris,
executor
variety. Dress and Neglige Shirts that
thing in Indiana and set up her studio on the site I was showing you last
right price.
of Dr. Franklin W. Bigony, deceased.
Will please buyers.
here In New York. She’s brought along week. In the attic we’ll have our
No.
24—W
hite—Aug. 4—First and final
a lot of the family heirlooms, mahog studio. Think of the houses we can
Ready-made Pantaloons and
account of Rebecca W Henk, administra
any, hand woven stuff and all that, plan there, with the whole of New
| THE BEST MADE SHOES to suit all
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
trix of Isaac White, deceased.
and it’s the greatest spot ever”—
tastes—Patent Colt, Vici Kid, and other
Boots and Shoes are among the
York harbor to inspire us! And some No. 25—Cleaver—Aug. 5 -F irst and final
styles.
account of Henry C. Biddle, administrator
“How about her pictures?” Interrupt day when Daniels wants us to design
specialties.
of John H. Cleaver, late of Ambler, dec'd.
ed Remington good humoredly.
a house for him we’ll laugh and turn No 26—Batchelder—Aug. 7— First and
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
“Well, say, you want to be careful him down.”
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT con
final account of Charles W. Batchelder,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
about those. She took the correspond
tains
anything
required
in
good,
fresh,
de
administrator of Sallfe Batchelder, late of
“Donald Remington,” she said, stern
ence course In art after she went home, ly suppressing the dancing light in her
pendable stock.
Norristown, deceased.
Genta’ Furnishing Goods in
and you know what that means. She’s eyes, “do you call this a proposal of No 27—Merkel—Aug. 7—First and final
variety.
an impressionist, and”—
account of Anna Merkel, administratrix
SUMMER HORSE CLOTHING, Lap
partnership or matrimony?”
m
a C hoice Spreads,
of William Merkel, late of Collegevllie, W e H a v e
“Never mind harrowing details. I
&o., &c.
“Look me in the eye and ask that
deceased.
m
am prepared for the worst.”
question again,” he said.
L ot of
No. 28—R azzio —Aug. 7—First and final ac
Three minutes later he was standing,
H er glance fell before his.
LAWN MOWERS, strong, easy run
count of Joseph N King, administrator of
stricken dumb, In a most gracious
Luigi
Raazio,
late
of
Lansdale,
deceased.
“I am thirty-four tomorrow,” she
ning,
and clean cutters.
presence. As he looked - Into her clear murmured faintly.
No. 29—MoGann—Aug. 8—First and final
gray eyes, well set beneath a broad
’i p ’
account of Henry M. Tracy, administrator
'Ybu are the loveliest woman In the
Full }ine of HARDWARE. POULTRY
of Annie McGsnn, late of Conshohocken,
white forehead, he remembered having world and the only one for me. I
COLL
EHE
VI
LLE,
PA.
WIRE NETTING, all sizes.
deceased.
seen ju st one such face In his busy knew that the first time I saw you.
life. It was the face of* an Englishwo Besides, I am of age myself. Will you No. 30—Fitzsimmons—Aug. 10—First and
final account of James Fitzsimmons, ad
man of title, whose peculiar gifts as a marry me tomorrow?”
ministrator of Rosanna Fitzsimmons, late
mother had made her greatly beloved
of Conshohocken, deceased.
I will not!” gasped the astonished
of men.
No. 81—Taggart—Aug. 10—First account
Wllhelmina.
“Did any one ever tell you how much
of Daniel S. Moser, executor of John Tag
Why not?” argued Remington.
gart, late of Upper Hanover, deceased.
you resemble the Countess of W. ?” he
Because I give a dinner tomorrow
No. 32—Roat—Aug. 10—First and final ac
demanded suddenly.
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
night to a crowd—and there is no time
count of J. Howard Ellis et. al. adminis
Wllhelmina flushed faintly and shook to call It off. It was to celebrate the
trators
of
Amanda
C.
Roat,
late
of
UDDer
her head.
Dublin, deceased.
coming of Daniels.”
(Successor to John 8 . Kepler,)
“You are so English that you don’t
Just for an instant the shadow of re No. 33—K u lp —Aug. 11—Second and partial Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
seem to belong here at all!”
account of J obn B. Kulp et. al. executors
gret fell upon her lovely face, and
Establish««! 1875.
of Samuel N. Kulp, late of Abington, de
“Oh, but I do belong here, and I’m Remington, seeing It, took her in his
PAINTS, TOOL8 , AND
ceased.
every Inch American. I have a latch arms.
MILL SUPPLIES.
No. 34—H a m p t o n — Aug. 11—Firs'll and flual
key of my very own—and no English
“Bless the old bear! I f he’d pro
account 91 Joseph Fornance, executor of
TRAPPE, PA.
girl has that.”
William S. Hampton, late of Lower N o . 2 0 5 B ridge S t.,
nounced you a genius where would I
All during dinner Remington watch have been?”
Merlon, deceased.
ed his hostess curiously. She seemed
No. 35—K u r t z — Aug. 11—First and final
PHflENIXVILLE, PA.
so utterly out of place among her
account of Milton R. Kurtz, administrator
His Position.
of
Louise
Kurtz,
late
of
Norristown,
dec’d.
guests, harmless, Irresponsible chaps,
Both ’Phones. J. P. STETLER, Manager.
“What is your name?” asked the jus
No. 36—H a r t — Aug. 12—Second and final
hanging on the ragged edge of art’s tice.
account
of
Jane
Hart,
surviving
executrix
prosperity, ungroomed girls with enor
AND
“Leggitt Fergrubb, your honor,” an
of Andrew Hart, Iate of Gwynedd, dec’d,
mous mops of hair and yellowed fin swered the prisoner, a red nosed speci
as filed by Neville D. Tyson, administrator
gers which spoke of the cigarette men of the genus hobo.
of said Jane Hart, now deceased.
habit.
“Yon are charged with vagrancy, No. 37—T y so n —Aug. 13 —Account of Sam’l
IT WILL
“Looks like a Madonna among a having no visible means of support . J Garner, executor of Sarah K. Tyson
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
late of Moreland township, deceased.
’
bunch of dime museum freaks. It’s a and being a common nnisance in the
IN VARIETY.
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
No.
38—
H
o
f
f
m
a
n
—
Aug.
18—First
aDd
final
shame to spoil a good house mother to neighborhood. What have yon got to
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
account
of
Clara
C.
Hoffman,
administra
expectations of those who will entrust me to ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
make a poor artist. Gad, what taste say for yourself?”
trix c. t. a., of the estate of James Hoff
serve them.
she had in hangings and fittings!”
Ices. Special attention given to supplvinr
man, late of Worcester township, dec’d.
“I hain’t got no visible means of sup
-----TO V ISIT-----Weddings and Parties.
For Remington was an architect and port, your honor, but that ain’t my No. 39—S c h o f ie l d —Aug 13—First and
H P Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
a good one. He could size up the re fault. I’m out of work.”
final account of Irvin P. Knipe, executor
dere received by telephone or telegraph. -25
JOHN H. CUSTER,
of Elizabeth L. Schofield, late of Norrisfinement and true artistic instinct as
"Have you tried to get work?”
8^ n *
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
town.
stamped on a home, Irrespective of
“I couldn’t begin to tell you, you* No. 40—T a y l o r -A ug. 14—First and final
28
AMD
1S8
W.
M
AIM
ST.,
cost or pretense, and he knew that so honor, how hard I’ve tried.”
account of A. W. Geiger, administrator of
fa r as homemaking was concerned
Jonathan Taylor, late of Cheltenham, de Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
“I suppose not. How long is it since
Dead Animals Removed
Wllhelmina Stevens was an artist.
ceased,
as filed by Warren Geiger et. al.
you have had any occupation?”
SHOES for Men, Women and Children
against loss by death from disease or acci
executors
of
said
A.
W.
Geiger,
now
dec’d.
Perhaps that was why, when he
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
“ ’Bout a year, or it may be two
FREE OF CHARGE.
dent in the L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E
No. 41—Woodw ard —Aug. 14—First and
PRICES.
caught his first glimpse of her can
years.”
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
I
will
pay
partial
account
of
Norristown
Trust
Com
$1.00 for Dead Horses and
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
vases, he almost groaned aloud.
"What was your last job?”
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
We give 110.00 of Crown Trading Stamps occurs.
pany, executor of Sonneton B. Wood"Those birches are wonderfully
"I had a position in a barber shop.”
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
ward, deceased.
I.
Z.
REINER,
President.
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.
true,” he heard Dobson explain, and
“A position? What kindV
No. 42—K e p h a r t — Aug. 14—First and final
D. M. CA88ELBERRY, Secretary.
he knew that the boy had picked out
account of Norristown Trust Company
“Juxtaposition, your honor. I was
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon,
executor of Geo. E. Kephart, deceased. ’
G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
the one best point In what he felt was next.”
CHAS.
A.
SABELOSKY,
Appraisers 1
a landscape gone on a Saturday night’s
No.
43—
G
u
e
s
t
—
Aug.
14—First
and
final
ac
“Six months in the workhouse!”
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
„THEO. DETWILER, Eaglevllle; H. H.
count of Edmund Guest, Jr., et. al., ad
spree.
roared the police Justice. “CaU the next
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
ROBISON, Collegevllie ; W. E. BEAN,
ministrators
of
Edmund
Guest,
late
of
The Dathos of her pose was to him case!”—Chicago Tribune.
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East
Pottstown, deceased.
ET TOUR Posters Printed at
10-11 .
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Penn St., Norristown.
the Independent Office.
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lorristow n Trust Co.

Ghe W o o in g o f

Need not be
connected to
W aterworks

W llh e lm in a .

W h ere you r
M oney B rings
th e M ost

J . H. BOLTON,

H. L . N Y C E ,

H om e
K eepers

I YOU WILL

it

m MAKE NO

Browoback’s Store 8

P H Œ

MISTAKE I

N I X

I W . R FENTON, I

TIMOTHY
SEED.

E. 6. Brownback, Trappe.

The IT.H. Benjamin Co.

T H E OLD STAND

Undertaker - Embalmer

Choice Bread

- When in Norristown —

P A Y

Cakes

Y O U

SABILOSKY’S SHOE STORES,

t a r e Your Horses

<gék

G

SHORT STORY AND M ISCELLANY
S T iR irK iis ra -

C L A M B R ’S GRIST MILL,

IREDUCTIONS I || Gregory’s

Collegeville, Penna.,
Do the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST FEED, such as
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
Feed tor plenty of milk, eto., etc.,

|

m e n ’s c l o t h e s

A T T H E L O W E S T C A S H P R IC E .
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
B E lT E R and QUICKER than any other mill.
Give us a call and we will supply your wants at short notice.

F. J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

“It’S J u st L ike This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

“ It’s Ju st L ike T h is!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Ju st L ike T his !”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

“ It’s Ju st L ike T h is!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
I-X2.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

m
m

I

1

Be caretul not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you entire satisfaction
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.

I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
Carriages and Business
Wagons Built to Order
at Bight Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R. II. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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S. GROSS FRY’S

Livery ^ Boarding Stable

W . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS

STRAW HATS Tor Particular Men

back to stick your fist up. Not so
here; we make ’em fit auy shape
head, and comfortably, too. Prices
start at 50c. and go upwards to $5.

Coolest Underwear, 35c,, forth 50c.
Cob-Web Crepe is its name, and
it’s just as cool as its name signifies.
For the past four years we’ve sold
it for 50c., and it proved its worth.
Just because the mill failed, one
case only is here, that we are sell
ing at 35c. a garment, or three for
$1.00.

R. M . R O O T ,
‘421 High Street,
“YOU HAVE A BIVAIi," SAID SHE.

POTTSTOWN. PA. the cigarette, as if he were endeavoring

THE ENTERPRISE

SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR

—AND—

HOU8EFURNISHING3.

Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa. The first thing to deelde, is t
Good teams furnished promptly at rea'
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul
ing done.
2-20

Q - r a n it © Y V o r k s .
SB ft«

H. S. BRANDT* * Proprietor. When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

W alnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

“ Where will I purchase ?”
Before making yonr choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

The Collegeville Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of

RAM BO HOUSE, Furniture and Housefurn
(Opposite Court House).

ishing Goods in Stock.

Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
jt-ëT" First-class Accommodations for Han oleums.
and Beast-

stabiing for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

---- oOo----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

THE B EST HARNESS
MADE TO ORDER.
Full stock of harness supplies, saddles,
bridles, boots, blankets for summer and
winter, stable brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
REPAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten
tion to box trade.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

TRADE MARKS
D esic n s
C opyrights A c .
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention Is probably patentable. Communications strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
ipecial notice, without charge, In the

Scientific American.

V T O R B I S T O W S HERALD
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cirB O O K BINDERT. Binding,
eolation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3
__I
year; four months, fL Sold by all newsdealers.
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Number
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business
361 Broadway,
Branch Office, 625 F 8t„ Washington. D. C.
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
bound and repairing done quickly and
cheaply. Estimates cheerfülly furnished.
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The candles in the thousands of Jap
anese lanterns which flooded the lawn
with their soft light were burning low.
Here and there one would sputter un
certainly and then go out, leaving a
break in the long lines of various col
ored Illumination.
The orchestra In Its palm bordered
pavilion played a final selection, aftei
which the musicians put their instru
ments in the cases with businesslike
finality. The crowd which an hour
earlier had fairly swarmed the place
was now thinking out to 'a few scat
tered groups. Already the gayly cos
tumed young ladies at the various
booths were beginning to put away
their remaining wares, yawning openly
as they wearily took account of stock
and compared notes on the sales they
$25.00 Suits now $18.75.
had made.
$22.50 Suits now $16.88.
The annual bazaar for the Home Foi
$20.00 Suits now $15.00.
Incurables always came to just such a
stereotyped, successful ending.
$18.00 Suits now $13.50.
Quite apart from the other loiterers
$16.50 Suits now $12.38.
on a rustic bench beneath a towering
$15.00 Suits dow $11.25.
maple, Peter Gregory watched the pro
$12.50 Suits now $9.38.
ceedings about him the while he
$10.00 Suits now $7.50.
smoked a contemplative cigarette. He
had done his duty nobly. He had
taken the many booths In order, per
mitting himself to be swindled at each
and making prodigal purchases of use
For the man that is particular as less things, which he promptly gave
to style, quality and fit of his straw away.
bat, this is the store. Style and
One booth only he had not visited,
quality are right because every and that was the one where, for the
small sum of $1, you could
straw hat here comes direct from, amazingly
have your horoscope cast, your past
the best makers’ shops to us, which read and your future forecast by
means not only better hats but “Mile. Nazro, Matchless Egyptian
lower prices than usual. Fit? Seer, First Appearance In America.”
There’s the rub. If your head is If one were to believe the lurid poster
Just outside of the flap of the Graham
not just the same shape as the hat, children’s lawn tent.
you’ll have to wear a hat two sizes
Gregory glanced at the tent In ques
too large with enough room in the tion and puffed somewhat faster at
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B y H a r r y P r& rton.

This is .not a lot of Clothes
taken haphazard from stock and
reduced prices marked on them,
and neither is it a lot of odds
and ends bought for reduced
selling; but our entire stock of
superior, three-piece suits is re
duced just one - fourth—none
are reserved and you can buy
to-day our unusual clothes for
less than you will have to pay
for the ordinary kind elsewhere.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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Fortune.!
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Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.
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the girl looked keenly a t a card In her
hand.
“Which does she seem to favor?”
Gregory asked, leaning forward.
“You,” the girl said simply.
With a sudden, swift movement
Gregory caught one of the girl’s hands
In his own, but she drew it away, not
without a certain hauteur.
“This is only according to the cards,
please remember,” she said in a low
voice.
“Oh!” said Gregory contritely. “For
give me. I thought—that Is, I hoped”—
“And according to the cards,” said
the girl hurriedly in a very evident ef
fort to cover her embarrassment, “the
lady whom you love Is dark.”
She pushed the queen of clubs to
ward him.
For a long time Gregory looked at
her steadily. Then a hint of a smile
curved the corners of his mouth.
“Of course this is all according to
the cards,” he suggested.
There was a long pause.
“Not wholly,” the girl confessed, her
face turned from him.
“To what, then, are we indebted for
the rest of It?” he asked.
“Oh, ■to—to intuition and—and to In
sight.”
Gregory laughed outright. It was a
ringing, contagious laugh. He caught
up the queen of clubs and scaled her
far out on to thq. lawn.
“Exit the dark lady,” he said.
“There never was one. The girl I—
the girl Who Is everything to me Is not
dark,” he ended, looking meaningly at
the one blond lock th at crept from be
neath the wig.
The girl arose In some confusion.
“I’m—I ’m very much afraid I can’t
tell you any more about the future,”
said she. “I think we’d best consider
this sitting ended.”
“Oh, no, Indeed,” Gregory declared
pleasantly. “There’s a lot more to be
settled yet. That rival, for instancehow about him? W hat shall we do
with him ?’
There was a long silence.
“We’ve got to do something abont
the rival,” Gregory maintained.
The girl picked up the jack of -dia
monds and the ten spot with it.
“If it’s not the dark lady,” she said
in a very low voice, “the rival doesn’t
count—neither he ,nor his riches.”
She tore the two cards in pieces and
tossed them from her. In an instant
Gregory was on his feet.
“Violet!” he cried.
“Violet, you
mean”—
“It was the cards,” she said feebly.
“I t wak not,” he declared flatly,
springing to her side.
A half hour later as Gregory was
leaving the grounds he encountered
Tom Briggs.
“Going to take the car home, Peter?”
the latter Inquired, with a mystifying
chuckle.
“Certainly,” said Gregory. “What Is
there so funny about that?”
“Nothing,” said Briggs, with another
covert gurgle, “nothing whatever, only,
Peter, as an old and trusted friend, I’d
advise you to wash that bit of carmine
paint off your chin before you go.”
Valus of an Automaton Face.
“When i first came to New York,”
confessed a girl art student, “I thought
all the women had regular putty faces.
It seemed to me I never saw such
blank walls of expressionless faces. I
would get Into a street car and look
about me and could not detect any
sign that any one else knew I existed.
Women looked right through me as If
I were a pane of window glass. I
soon found out, however, that an ex
pressionless fa«» Is a woman’s protec
tion. It is not th at New York women
cannot look bright and interested; it
is because they dare not show any
friendliness in public. When I first
came, being from a smaller city
where every one knows every one
else, I would get on a car in a lively
manner, look about me, smile and
study the people, Just as I would do at
home. I soon saw men returning my
friendly looks with «Usagreeable stares.
They naturally thought I was trying
to start a flirtation. Several times 1
was followed as a penalty for my too
Interested manner, and I began to
adopt the New York way. Now I go
In many parts of the city acting as
near like an automaton as I can, see
ing no one, never expressing any in
terest or emotion in my face, and have
learned the secret of going about this
big city unmolested.” — New York
Times.

to steel his nerves for an ordeal. For
certain reasons he had waited to have
his fortune told until the fortune teller
should be quite alone. Even as he
looked two stout, middle aged women,
accompanied by a prosperous looking
man, came laughingly out of the'tent
and made their way toward the street.
Behind them Mile. Nazro stood in the
tent’s entrance looking across the
grounds.
Gregory tossed the cigarette aside,
got to his feet and took a long breath.
Then he stalked sedately to the for
tune teller’s booth and removed his
hat In a deferential salute.
“Am I too late to consult the fu
tu re?’ he asked.
The young woman before him smiled
rather wearily, but with a certain well
simulated professional welcome. She
was a tall young woman, with a su
perb figure. Her blue eyes twinkled
merrily. Her face was dyed an ori
ental tint with grease paint, and her
Ups were very red from the same rea
son. From beneath the dark wig that
covered her head a single lock of
blond hair strayed out rebelliously.
j
“You are rather late,” she said, “but !
perhaps we can manage your future,
Poverty and Luxury.
or at least a part of It, before all the
Poverty and luxury—these are the
lights go out. 'Will you please come diseases of our Industrial regime, to
Into the tent? Will you have It by the the cure of which the Socialists offer
palm or the cards?” she aslfed as she their ineffectual remedy—ineffectual
seated herself before a small table gay since the population of the United
with bright paper and tinsel.
States Is made up of 90,000,000 Indi
“The cards, if you please. I think viduals, some of whom will be forever
them much more reliable,” said he on the verge of bankruptcy, however
gravely as he aat down opposite her.
! great their Income, and some frugal
She produced a deck of cards and and always carrying their account on
pushed them toward him.
the right side of the balance sheet,
“Cut them, if you will,” said'she.
however small .their annual allotment
Gregory split the deck, and the girl of wealth.
turned the cards face up.
Poverty and luxury are twin diseases
“Ah,” she murmured as the deuce of sapping the • life of society, the one
hearts was displayed* “you are In love destroying ambition by withholding
—very much in love!!’
Sufficient nourishment to the body, the
“Admitted,” said be quickly.
other rendering men worthless to so
He looked at her with such concen ciety by a superabundance of the good
tration that her eyes fell, and in her things of life. Poverty is a disease
flurry she dropped some of the cards. not indigenous to our American soil.
Gregory picked them up and returned It is a plague brought in by immigrant
them to Hie table.
ships from womout Europe, and the
For a moment she manipulated the patients are cured here by the thou
deck; then she tossed on to the table sands. So long as there remains an
the jack of diamonds.
uncultivated acre of land anywhere In
“You have a rival,” said she, “a big, the Union there is no real cause for
light man. He Is very rich.” And she ; poverty nor any excuse for luxury
laid the ten of diamonds beside the j while a foot of land Is undeveloped.—
jack.
J. T. Lincoln In Atlantic“Right again,” said Gregory. “Mile, j
Nazro, your insight or the cards, which
Quiet.
ever It Is, is positively uncanny. Now \ Patience—Did you have a quiet time
tell me more about the lady, please. j np in the country?
Does she favor me or my rival?”
Patrice—Oh, yes. You see, auntie’s
There was more manipulating of the riarrot had jn st died and the phonodeck, mere cutting by Gregory, and rranh was out of order!

A BROKEN PANE OF GLASS.
One That Once Cost Citizen Georgs
Francis Train $60,000.
A broken window pane once cost
George Francis Train more than $60,«
000. It was this way: Citizen Train,
“with the brains of tw enty men in his
head, all pulling different ways,” went
to Omaha In the spring of 1864. At
th at time he was the most talked of
man in America. He had not a thing
but money. He bought 5,000 city lots
’and altogether spent several hundred
thousand dollars. He boarded at the
Herndon House, the best hotel In sight.
The quixotic Train was regular in only
one thing—his habits. He always oc
cupied the same seat at the table. One
morning a pane of glass was broken
out of a window directly behind his
chair. He protested and was advised
to change his seat. He would not. In
stead he paid a servant 10 cents a min
ute to stand between him and the
draft. After breakfast he expostulated
with the landlord, but received no sat
isfaction.
“Never mind,” said Train. “In sixty
days I will build a hotel that will ruin
your business.”
And he did. The contract was let
that day. Scores of men were put to
work. The site selected was Ninth and
Harney streets, near the Missouri riv
er. Citizen Train went to New York
and engaged Colonel Cozzens. a noted
caterer of that city, as manager for his
hotel.
The building alone cost $40.000. The
furnishings cost $20,000 more. In the
basement was a gas plant, the only
one west of St. Louis. The work was
done on time, and, true to his word,
sixty days after he threatened the man
ager of the Herndon House George
Francis Train, citizen of the earth,
opened his hotel, which he called the
Cozzens House. The grand opening
ball was attended by the governor of
Nebraska and bis staff, the mayor of
Omaha and many notablro from other
states. The bouse' was a blaze of giory
and a scene of almost oriental magnifi
cence. Just when the big reception
was well on there was a sudden flash,
a strange noise, and then—total dark
ness! The gas plant had collapsed.
The Cozzens House did a flourishing
business for a year or two. and the
Herndon House was badly crippled.
Finally Train fell out with his man
ager, and the place was closed.
After the business part of Omaha
moved back from the river the Hern
don House declined and finally re
lapsed into a state of innocuous desue
tude. A few years later It became the
property of the Union Pacific,railroa«!.

VOODOO DOCTORS.
Belief of Negroes In Their Ability to
Work “Spells.”
A well educated and clever negro in
Philadelphia related, with obvious sin
cerity, an experience of his own with
a famous voodoo “doctor” of that city
who had grown rich from his wiz
ardry.
“Once a person had a writ out
against me,” this negro said. “The
constable had i t The magistrate was
set against me. I went an<j got a
charm from the ‘doctor.’ I met my
enemy, but I was not seen. I met
the constable, and he walked by and
never noticed me. The magistrate did
what he had never done before—for-,
got all about i t The voodoo stopped
It all.”
This £ame negro related another in
cident of his experience:
“Once I was nearly killed by a voo
doo black c a t which used to come into
the house. I threw a stick and hit it.
It was a witch. It tormented me. 1
was ridden in dreams like a horse. I
suffered terribly. I was dying. 1 went
to the voodoo ‘doctor.’ I paid him $5
for a spell. That night I awoke The
window was open; the moon was shin
ing. I saw the little black witch hov
ering up and down there. She was
smaller than in her own body. She
wore a very big, old fashioned bonnet.
Her face was like th at of the cat. Hut
she did not come any closer to me.
Then she faded away. That ended it.”
The belief is prevalent among the
negroes that witches have power to as
sume the forms of various animals.
In South Carolina a means employed
to guard against such visitations is to
scatter rice or similar small grams
thickly over the floor in the form of a
cross. Before the witch can approach
her victim she must devour every
grain. This task is too tedious for
her patience, and she takes herself off.
—Marvin Dana In Metropolitan Maga
zine.
The Silver Rabbit.
There is a kind of rabbit which
abounds in Lincolnsbire. England, and
is called the “silver rabbit." Its fui
Is of a delicate silvery gray. Although
It Is little prized In England, its skins
are shipped in enormous numbers to
different parts of Asia, especially Tar
tary and China, where the fur Is con
sidered the fittest thing for monarchs
to wear. Only the richest can afford
It there, so heavy Is the price de
manded
Revenge!

“I,” declared the popular author,
“have signed an exclusive contract with
one magazine.”
“But now that you are famous,” pro
tested a friend, “other magazines will
be writing for your work.”
“And I shall decline their offers with
thanks. I have even ordered some
printed slips.”—St. Louis Republic.
His Periodicals.
“Do yon take any periodicals?’ asked
the clergyman on his first round of
parish visits.
“Well, I don’t,” replied the woman,
“but my husband takes ’em frequent
I do wish you’d try to get him to sign
the Dledge.”—Judge.
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doubled. Indeed, much of the timber treated
may last throughout the life of the mine. As
a result of these tests, which were made with
the forest service, the companies are about to
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
treat round and square mine timbers and
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA. railroad ties on a large scale.

T h e In d e p e n d e n t .

E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.

Thursday, August 27, 1908.
Wit h its issue of last week the Bryn

Mawr Record entered upon its ninth year.
The Record is always an interesting local
newspaper' and when Editor Dougherty
tackles a question of local or general import
he rarely handles the English with kid gloves.
Long live the Record.
T h e death of Jeremiah B. Larzelere, Sr.,

aged 80 years, at Willow Grove last week, re
moved from life one who was conspicuously
identified with Democratic politics in this
county thirty years ago. For many years his
was a familiar figure atthecounty conventions
of his party. In 1871 he was elected Sheriff on
the Democratic ticket. One of his surviving
children is J. B. Larzelere, Jr., the present
District Attorney of this county. One by
one the active politicians of bygone days fade
from view and others of younger years loom
up and fill their places.
R a t tle -headed jingoes who screech war

N otw ithstan ding his repeated declar

ations that he did not wish to be again con
sidered as a candidate, the Democratic State
Convention at Minneapolis, last week, renom
inated Governor John A. Johnson of Minne
sota for a third term. The Democrats of
Minnesota evidently appreciate good Gov
ernors, with sufficient popularity to carry a
Republican State. The Republicans of New
York are not quite so unanimous as the Demo
crats of Minnesota. Governor Hughes has
been a good Governor, . but be is not in
especial favor with a considerable element of
his own party. I t is probable, however, that
he will be renominated.

C

T h e movement for the erection of aux

iliary forest reserves, which was prominent
at the last session of the Legislature, will be
renewed next session. There were two bills
passed by the House at the last session, both
presented by Representative Brann, of War
ren county, and much debated. One bill
created the reserves and placed them under
control of the State Forestry Commissioner,
who shall see that no timber is cut on them
except by his permission. In this manner
the State gets control of large tracts of wood
land and by forbidding deforestation will
effectually aid in the flood prevention work.
This bill became a law, but the companion
bill, which was intended to place a low tax
ation rate upon tbe reserves when properly
certified by the Forestry Commissioner, was
killed in the Senate.

at every opportunity will not be able to ex
tract much encouragement from the state
ment, as follows, made a short while ago by
Fighting Bob Evans, the recently retired
Rear Admiral of the U. S. Navy : “ Why, the
people of Japan have too much common sense
to go to war with us, and we have too much
forbearance to force them into a fight. Des
pite what some hired newspapers say and des
N othing will or can help as much toward
pite t,he barm they do, there won’t be any the maintenance of good macadam and all
war between Japan and ourselves—not for the other roads as broad tires on all heavy
present anyhow.”
wagons. In relation to this really important
m atter Town and Country of Penns burg, in
I t is stated in a circular issued by a its last issue, says : The advantages of broad
Grange committee that the present FoodLaw, tires on vehicles have been demonstrated
approved June 1, 1907, “as construed by tbe during the past few weeks on Seminary
courts, is insufficient and furnishes but little street, this borough. The roadbed on this
protection to the dairy interests or to tbe street had been eut up badly because drivers
consuming public.” Tbe committee recom persisted in following the same track. Sin6e
mends that the next Legislature shall create the hauling of stone for the rebuilding of
tbe office of Dairy Commissioner, who shall Water street has been in progress the ruts
deal only with dairy products. I t would on Seminary street have virtually disap
seem that the creation of a new official to peared. The heavy wagons used in hauling
administer tbe food laws of tbe State is by no the stone have four-inch tires, and thus in
means of as much importance as tbe adjust passing over a macadamized road they im
ment of clashing statutes framed aud enacted prove rather than injure it. To help along
the good road movement, it is highly desir
by incompetent legislators.
able that all heavy vehicles be provided with
AAAAAAAAAAA*********************** *
broad tires.
T h e hills of Pennsylvania are again in
substantial evidence in tbe contract awarded
to a cement company of Northampton county
for furnishing 4,500,000 barrels of cement to
be used in the construction of the Panama
canal; Tbe filling of this unusually large
contract will mean extraordinary activity in
the cement region of Northampton county,
and will stimulate the cement business in
other sections. In the construction of the
Panama canal cement will be used in con
structing tbe great dams and locks by which
ships are to be lifted and lowered in their
progress from sea to sea across the isthmus.
T he electors of Minnesota are quite apt
in drawing lines of discrimination between
national and State issues. In 1904 Roosevelt
received 297,597 votes and Parker only 55,189
in a total of 352,776, while Johnson had a ma
jority of a little more than 6000 votes. But
in 1896 Johnson was elected by a majority of
upward of 76,000 votes over his Republican
opponent. In the same year the Democrats
elected only one of the nine members of Con
gress. It remains to be seen whether the
issues of State are sufficient to elect Mr.
Johnson Governor of Minnesota for a third
term. It is to be noted that the above figures
do not afford much promise that Mr. Bryan
will carry that State in November.
P lants for treating mine timbers and
railroad ties are to be erected by the Phila
delphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company
and tbe Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
Railroad Company in the Pennsylvania an
thracite region. This action follows a series
of tests with wood preservatives made by the
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Com
pany which has extended over three years.
The tests showed that by the proper appli
cation of creosote and zinc chloride the life of
peeled, seasoned timber was more than

speech on the tariff ques
tion at Des Moines was a terrific and approxi
mately accurate arraign mentof the iniquitous,
unjust, and monopoly-breeding system of tax
ing imports now, and for a long time past, in
force in the United States. That speech re
mains unanswered, because unanswerable.
This much in justice to Mr. Bryan, Demo
cratic candidate for the Presidency. Mr.
Taft, Republican candidate for the same high
office, is also fully persuaded as to the iniquit
ous features of the outrageously abominable
system that sanctions legalized robbery, and
proposes, if elected, to at once call Congress
into extra session for the purpose of revising
the tariff schedules. But why has the doing
of a righteous thing been postponed so long—
deferred from time to time? This question
has to do with the greatest weakness of the
Republican party, and thinking Republicans
are well aware of the fact.
M r . B r y a n ’s

T h e I n d e pen d e n t , in common with hun
dreds of other newspapers, was recently
buncoed by a story relating to a new and
wonderful variety of prolific wheat, the seed
of which was brought from Alaska and propa
gated in a western State. In reply to a query
from Congressman Wanger the Secretary of
Agriculture at Washington says: “The
[Alaska] type of wheat has been known for
many years, both in this country and in
Europe. I t has been tried at several State
Experiment Stations in the western United
States during the past 15 years, but nowhere
have the yields been high enough to merit at
tention. The wheat has been grown to a very
limited extent on certain heavy undrained
soils in France for many years. In such loca
tions it is said to yield rather better than or
dinary wheat, but as it is one of the poorest
wheats known for making flour, it is never
grown where the ordinary varieties of wheat
will thrive.” 1

ASK REHEARING TheAJ ? ^ I ,ON HOUSEKEEPERS
IN REBATE CASE

is invited to the SPLENDID and SPECIAL VALUES THAT EXIST IN EVERY
LINE OF GOODS IN THE DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT OF THIS STORE. The fact
is we are going to merit still more the popular appreciation we enjoy for solid, sub
stantial worth in this class of goods.
We offer an extensive assortment of

Bonaparte Strikes at Grosscup
and Defends Judge Landts.

SHEETS, PILLOW AND BOLSTER CASES
OF CHOICE MATERIALS and FULL REGULAR MADE. Special Pillow Cases
13%c. each; the 15c. kind.
,
We have also FEATHER PILLOWS and BOLSTERS, and FEATHERS by the
pound (all careful pickings and perfectly oderless).
A sample of the popular prices is shown in the

CALLS FOR Â NEW FINE BLEACHED SHEETS A.T SOc.
fCharged With Stealing $173,000 From
United States Sub-Treasury In Chi
cago-D em ocratic Vice Presidential
Nominee Notified—Failed to Wed,
Girl Is Sued — Judge Ermentrout
Dead—Pennsylvania Pure Food Law
Declared Unconstitutional—Baptists
Form a Bible Conference.
Attorney General Bonaparte died in
the United States circuit court of ap
peals at Chicago his application for a
rehearing in the reversal of the $29,000,000 fine decision in the Standard
Oil case. The attorney general takes
issue with the court on all the essen
tial points of the ruling recenUy hand
ed down here.
The government contends vigorous
ly and with references to the record
that the reversal of the case, so far
as the ruling of the trial judge with
reference to ignorance on the part of
the shipper as a defence is concerned,
is based on a misstatement by the
court of the record in the case as to
the admission of the evidence and to
a misunderstanding by tbe court of
what the trial judge ruled with refer
ence to the admission of evidence, and
how he really charged the jury.
It is further asserted that the court
of appeals has done a great injustice
to Trial Judge Landis in misstating
what he did in connection with the
imposition of the fine on the Standard
Oil company.
The circuit court of appeals 'in its
opinion charges that Judge Landis
assumed to fine the Standard Oil com
pany of New Jersey, and imposed the
large fine for the reason that he was
satisfied that the Standard Oil com
pany of New Jersey was not a “virgin
offender.”
The government shows in its peti
tion th at Judge Landis never referred
to th o Standard Oil company of New
Jersey in this connection, and that the
language used was used in connection
with the Standard Oil company of In
diana, and that nowhere were the pro
ceedings directed or pretended to be
directed against the Standard Oil com
pany of New Jersey.
It appears, from the record in the
circuit court of appeals that the net
profit of the business of the Standard
Oil company of Indiana, the corpora
tion that Judge Landis fined, for the
years during which the violations of
the law for which it was convicted
were committed and including the year
in which it was indicted, amounted
to $33,583,208.80.
On this point the petition states:
“We respectfully call the attention
of the court to the statem ent of the
Standard Oil company of Indiana on
file in this case, referred to by the
court in its opinion and treated as
proper for consideration in determin
ing whether or not the penalty was
excessive.”
“The punishment therefore,” Mr. Bo
naparte says, “is no more severe than
Is inflicted upon a letter carrier who
steals a letter and is sent to the peni
tentiary for three years, thereby de-priving him of his earning capacity
for that time. It is not nearly so se
vere as the minimum penalty of five
years in the penitentiary imposed upon
a banker who misapplies the funds of
his bank.
The government claims th at on ac
count of the size of the fine alone
there is no necessity for a retrial of
the case; that the circuit court of ap
peals may, itself, name the fine which
should be imposed, and calls upon the
court to do so in case it adheres to
the view that Judge Landis abused
his discretion in imposing so large a
fine.
To Take Mount Rose’s Temperature.
Professor Alexandre G. M. Cadie, di
rector of the weather bureau of the
Pacific coast, is at Reno, Nev.,
to aid Professor Church, of the
University of Nevada, in setting up
the Ferguson meteorograph, a marvel
ous invention that registers automati
cally for forty days at a time the tem
perature, atmospheric pressure, hu
midity and other data of importance
in determining weather conditions. It
will be installed on Mount Rose, which
is 10,800 feet high. It is one of the
four or five such instruments In exist
ence in the world. Such an instru
ment is on Mount Blanc, one in Rome
and one in South America.
Fails to Wed, Girl Is Sued.
Miss Mary B. Barry, twenty-two
years old, daughter of a widow of
Hartford, Conn., finds her savings
bank account attached in a suit for
$3000 brought against her by Timothy
J. Curtin, of Springfield. Curtin says
Miss Barry’s failure to keep her en
gagement to wed has caused him this
much damage.
Pure Food Law Unconstitutional.
The Pennsylvania pure food law of
1907 was declared uncdnstitutional in a
decision rendered by Judge Martin Bell
in the Blair county court. The court
holds that the law violates article 1,
section 4 of the state constitution.
This is the first court in the state to
pass upon the constitutionality of this
law

These sheets are 81 by 90 inches.
In table goods we show a very inviting selection of

Table Cloths with Napkins to Match
There are some extra values in

BLEACHED

TABLE

LIKTElSr

at 21 cents a yard—the 25 cent kind usually. Heavier wove at 39 cents—regular SOc.
quality. These are snowy white Damask cloths. The kind we1usually sold a t 31
cents Is now 25 cents; elegant values.

'•Full Yard Wide Unbleached Muslin at 5 Cents a Yard.
We have all the best makes of towels, but in popular priced goods we note these
of exceptional worth.
TURKISH TOWELS, extra large size and bleached, regular 19c. goods at 18%o.
Extra BUCK TOWELS, TWO FOR 25 CENTS. See these for rare money
values.
We are ready for all the needs of FALL and WINTER buyers in this class of
domestic supplies.

5$rendlinger's
?

N O R R IS T O W N , p a .

Springand Summer H A TS
A N D C A P S.
NOBBY SPRING AND SUMMER CAPS, 25 and SOc.

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles, $ 3?oo
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats.
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.

All first-class stores

T r a c e y , : t h e H a tte r,
10-11.

38 2 . Main S treet, N orristow n, Fa.

T H R IF T
Is the foundation of success and suc
cess makes for contentment. The
smallest measure of success is always
preferable to no success, and a small
beginning

LIST S-A/VI3STQ-S
Is one step in a safe direction.

p lR S T -tL A S S

Gas or Gasoline Engines
from one-sixth h, p., upward. Gas or
gasoline engines of all makes repaired;
saws filed, lawn mowers sharpened, bicy
cles and automobiles repaired; machinists’
tools and supplies, electric wire and bells
furnished and put in order. Work guaran
teed. Prices right. Address:
SAM’L J. GRIFFIN, General Machinist,
’Phone 52IM.
R. D. 1, Phcenixvllle, Pa.
hew you

w a nt

to

buy

W OR SELL REAL ESTATE
It is an easy matter to inquire of us and

we will certainly be pleased to give your
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
posits.
loss is ours, not yours.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
at the
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.

The
Patronage solicited and appreciated.
Courteous treatment to all and
painstaking care in giving patrons
the best service.

Automobile Painting
and Repairing
Automobiles
TO HIRE.

HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa.

S a fe

S ide

—AND—

T h e O ther S id e
In business matters, as in' ethical ques
tions, there is always a “safe side.”
The dilemma is constantly recurring to
every one. Shall it be the safe side, and
moderate profit, or the “risky” side
with a possible El Dorado—a fortune in
a day.
Tbe bank constantly keeps in view the
sacredness of the trust confided by its
depositors. . It keeps inviolate tbe con
stitutional principle of “protection be
fore profit” and chooses the safe side.
3 per cent, for every day and safety for
evermore at the

Penn Trust Co.
The Company that pay. 3 per

If Your Mind is on
the Watch
Question

cent. Interest for every day
the money is on deposit.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Kuhnt’s Bakery,

Take our advice and come and spend
half an hour at this store and get
some of our facts, even though you
Collegeville, Pa.
don’t leave your money here. We’re
sure you’ll admit that we know some
First - Class Bread,
thing about the Watch business, any
how; and we think, after showing you
Cakes, Pies,
the 20-year Gold Filled Watch, Elgin
Candies, Etc.
movements, for $9.00, for men, open
face, you will find we are $3.00 cheaper
ICE
CREAM—ALL
FLAVORS.
I am
tban elsewhere.
thankful to the public for patronage re
ceived aud hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
CHARLES KCHNT.
JEWELER,

J. D. SALLADEj
16 E. Main Street,

We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

NORRISTOWN.
THILL STOCK «F

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Send model, sketch or photo of invention lor
freereporton patentability. For free hook,

S S reTRADE-MARKS X*

Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
tions are being closed put at greatly re
duced prices.

M rs. F ran ce s B arre tt’s,
Ma in St ., Near Station ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

pposite U. S. P a te n t Office
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.

STATE A N D GENERAL NEW S,
HEA-iDGiTTjfiŒlTEIlS FOR

Men’s F urnishing Goods !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Skirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
f<m are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

" W M . H -

G

I L B E R T ,

133 WEST MAIN STREET,

NORRISTOW N, PA.

,18
OR SALE.
Farms, residences, hotels, building
sites—all locations, .prices and terns.
Also a number of houses in Norristown,
Bridgeport and Consbohocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOS. B. WILSON,
8-15.
Eagleville, Pa.

IN V E S T M E N T S !
A FIRST-CLASS. SEVEN PER CENT.
PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee
of Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent.
Investment. First-class in every respect.
Call or write.

GOT W A LS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St.

W H IT E
C ITY
PMlly's Happy Spot
WEEK OF AUGUST 24 —
Every Afternoon and
Evening.
Free Outdoor Attraction.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

K u d a r a ’s Im p e ria l

JAP TROUPE
10 Recent Importations from Japan
World’s Greatest and Most Re
nowned Gymnasts, Acrobats, and
Aerial Artists.

J O H N G. SAYLOR,
AG EN T FO R T H E CELEBRATED

Page Woven Wire Fence
I

A
GE
—

M
P

And the Lion Fence.
Both are among the very best fencing on
the market and for cheapness and_ dura
bility cannot be excelled. For particulars
apply to
JOHN G. SAYLOR, Near Eagleville, Pa.
R. D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone 45-M.
4-9-8m.
IJ IH E

-»LAUNCH EDNA«*
Will make trips from COLLEGEVILLE
MILLS to GLEN ISLAND, and return,
every evening and on Sundays. Round
trip, 5 cents.
Q E O . A. WENRICK
— n n A i .B R i n —

Stoves, Ranges,
Hot Air Furnaces,
C O L IiE G E FIL L E , PA.

Tin Roofing and Spouting Done
with Best Q u a lity Material.
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
Castings and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing
promptly attended to.
4-4.

HORACE STORB
M arble.
—AND—

G ranite
W o rk s ,
149 H igh St.
POTTSTOW N, PEN N ’A.
Designs and Estimates Furn
ished Free of Charge.
Advertise Tour Sales In the
Independent. •

STOCK

BRO KERS

FAIL

Firm Which Did Heavy Trading Goes
to the Wall.
New York, Aug. 26.—The failures of
the big brokerage firm of A. O. Brown
& Co. for a sum popularly estimated
as running well above $1,000,000, sent
a nervous thrill through the stock
market. Coming as a climax to the
bewildering trading in last Saturday's
market, the suspension created an ex
traordinary degree of public interest,
but was looked upon by high stock
exchange interests as offering an ear
ly solution of the tangle growing out
of the most remarkable two hours
session the New York stock exchange
has known in many years.
The transactions of A. O. Brown &
Co. covered nearly 75 per cent, of the
trading in the sensational week-end
session of the stock market, and it
was stated officially by a member of
the firm that delivery had been made
on only 277,000 of the more than 700,000 shares handled. How many of
the outstanding shares represent the
dealings of customers, and how many
were carried on the firm’s account, it
was impossible to learn.
It- is understood that brokerage
firms who were awaiting the delivery
of stock from A. O. Brown & Co. be
came impatient, and sent word that
they would allow but a few more
hours of grace. All attempts to se
cure further delay were futile, and
the suspension followed.

EARLE ASSAULTED
HIS “SOUL MATE”
Artist ot Affinity Fame 6oe$ to
Jail as Wife Beater.

Middletown, N. Y., Aug. 26.—Ferdi
nand P. Earle, the artist bf affinity
fame, was arrested at his home near
OLD TIN CANS.
Monroe, charged with assault in the
second degree, alleged to have been
The W ay They Finally Disappaar From committed on his wife on or about Au
Human Sight.
gust 16, twelve days after the birth of
Few people realize what becomes of their child.
all tbe old tin cans, tin pans, kettles,
The complaintant was Mrs. Inez
backets, coal hods and the like. They Barry, an aunt of Mrs. Earle. It is
finally disappear from human sight not known on what the assault Charge
and knowledge and are seen no more. is based. Earle pleaded guilty to the
Science shows that they evaporate. charge, and was held to await the ac
When a tin can is cast away and for tion of the grand jury, which meets
saken it begins its downward course in October, the magistrate before
by becoming rusty. The tin oxidizes or, whom he appeared having no jurisdic
in other words, unites with tbe oxygen tion to dispose of this case. Prefer
surrounding it in the atmosphere, and ring to be locked up rather than give
the oxide of tin gradually takes leave ball, Earle was conveyed to the coun
of the Iron by evaporating Into tbe air, ty jail at Goshen. In court Earle ap
while some of It Is washed away by peared to be very much affected, tears
tbe rain Into the earth. After the tin streaming down his cheeks during the
is gone the Iron of the can follows the proceedings.
Mrs. Earle, accompanied by her
same course that has been pursued by
the tin. I t oxidizes and becomes tbe baby and a nurse, hurried away in an
familiar reddish brown substance automobile towards Central Valley,
known as iron ru st The metals have, where she will remain with friends
no wills of their own, no affinities, no for the present.
understandings, and therefore no in
tentions as to their present or future
RUM AT OCEAN GROVE
course. They do nothing of them
selves. But electrical forces do their Famous Camp Meeting Place Has
work for them. These forces unite the
Twenty Government Licenses.
atoms of the metals with those of the
Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 26.—That
oxygen. Then the molecules of these there are twenty government licensed
oxides are carried away by the atmos places for the sale of liquor in Ocean
pheric electricity and disposed of ac Grove, where are held the greatest
cording to circumstances.
i i a small ootue or otner piece or Methodist camp meetings in America,
glass be placed on dafap ground and and ninety in Asbury Park, all of
an old woraout tin bucket is turned which have been doing business, was
over it, the particles of iron oxide will the statement of George W. Thomp
be taken away by electric currents son, president of the Asbury Park ex
from the old bucket and will be de cise commission, before the state com
posited partly on the glass, tbe re mission appointed by Governor Fort
mainder going Into tbe air and the here.
“Just after appointment of the
earth. Deposits of iron and other met
als are thus carried around by elec Ocean Grove commission,” said Mr.
tricity In the atmosphere from place Thompson, “complaints came in that
to place all over tbe earth. Chlorine all the hotels in the place were selling
by electric power picks up atoms of liquor. We brought these compiaints
gold and goes with them to tbe ocean, to tbe attention of Mayor Atkins and
where they are as much at home as Chief of Police Smith, but neither of
them took any particular notice, and
s a lt All metals can exist In a state
of vapor; therefore they are to be finally it became necessary for us to
employ our own detectives.”
found not only In the atmosphere
It was also brought out that there
around this earth, but also In the at are sixty-seven licenses in Long
mosphere around the sun and the Branch.
stars. If a ray of sunlight is bent out
of Its course, as it is by drops of water
Baby Smiles As Car Strikes Her.
In the case of the rainbow, the familiar
Clayton, N. J., Aug. 26.—As the At
seven colors of red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo and violet are lantic City express dashed around the
curve just below Franklinville station
spread out side by side. When these seventeen-month-old Viola Hawn, who
spectra or streaks of light are scientif
was playing on the track, looked up
ically Investigated about 500 dark lines at Motorman W. R. Vanneman and
are formed also among the colors, and smiled as the train bore down upon
these lines represent shadows cast by her. Vanneman shut off the current,
elemental substances in the atmos reversed and put on the brakes, but
pheres of the earth and the sun. Light was too late. Thé child was struck
made artificially and not passing in the head and thrown almost at the
through the atmosphere of the earth feet of Its mother. She picked up the
and the sun does not have these dark little one and clasped it to her breast.
lines.
The baby’s condition was so serious
By means of the spectroscope, a grad that Conductor E. S. Johnson decided
ually Invented instrument now in use, to hurry her to the hospital, and made
but credited to several scientists, well a fast run to Camden, only slowing up
known elements have been compelled at Pitman to take on Dr. M. H. Lumls,
to register their addresses in bands of who cared for the child until the train
light. Among the first to write them reached Cooper hospital, where she
selves down were sodium, potassium, died.
magnesium, calcium, chromium, nickel
and Iron. And the same apparatua
Child’s Hand Eaten By Hog.
led to the discovery of new metals,
Somerville, N. J., Aug. 26.—A3 a re
such as cesium, rubidium and thallium. sult of being bitten by a hog, Eliza
All these are found to be Jn the sun’s I beth Robinson, the eighteen-monthatmosphere. By means of the spectro- j old daughter of Albert Robinson, a
scope the one hundred millionth part farmer of North Branch, may have to
of a grain of sodium in common salt ! have her hand amputated. The child
becomes as discernible and unmistak was playing in the farmyard when
able as the side of a house. This won she stuck her hand between two
derful modern instrument has enabled | boards in the pen and could not Re
scientists to find out what the peo lease It. A hog In the pen began
ple who inhabit the planets in the chewing at the child’s hand, and kept
solar system of tbe dog star Sirius, for it up until her screams brought aid.
example, have to eat, for without ni
trogen they conld have no beans or
He Warned McKinley.
spring peas, without sulphur no mus
York, Pa., Aug. 26.—Dr. Henry S.
tard, horseradish and w ater cresses or Test, the man who is said to have
anything of the kind, although the peo warned President McKinley that he
ple would be confined to vegetable diet. would be shot, died here as the result
They would also be without light bis of a nervous breakdown. He was a
cuit for breakfast or any fermented religious fanatic, and was fifty years
olii.
Honors.—Baltimore American.
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ALLEN WINTER
ROSENBLOOMS
GO TO WINDBER WINS $30,000
Wife and Daughter of Murdered Unique Handicap Trotting Race
at Readvllle, Mass.
Man Waite Extradition.
MADE

MORE

ADMISSIONS THE PURSE WAS $50,000

Not Only Knew Her Husband Had
Been Murdered By, Her Son, But
Knew the Body Had Been Placed
In a Trunk and Concealed In Cellar
of Her Home—Police Believe They
Aided In Crime to Secure Life In
surance — Daughter Admits She
Struck Her Father.
Baltimore, Aug. 26.—Under renewed
and searching questioning Mrs. Bunnie Rosenbloom, wife of Samuel J. Rosenbloom, the victim of the Camden
trunk mystery, followed the admis
sions she made to the local detectives
by a still more detailed confession.
Mrs. Rosenbloom, in the presence of
Detective. Captain Pumphrey, Chief of
Police McMullen, of Windber, Pa., and
members of the Baltimore detective
force stated th at she not only knew
th at her husband had been murdered
by her son, Alexander Rosenbloom,
but that she knew th at the body had
been placed in a trunk and concealed
In the cellar of their home for twentyfour hours.
The daughter, Eva, sixteen years
old, also admitted that she knew of
her father’s murder, and th at the body
had been concealed in the cellar of
their home until their brother, Alex
ander, and two of his friends—Joseph
and Louis Egler—took the trunk away
in a wagon.
The Eglers are now in custody in
New York, having been arrested by
the police of th at city.
While Mrs. Rosenbloom and her
daughter admit that they knew of the
murder, and th at the body was con
cealed In the house, both of them
strenuously deny that they had any
thing to do with the actual killing.
After the examination the two wo
men, in custody of Chief McMullen,
started for Windber, the prisoners
having waived extradition.
The police do not believe the de
nials of the Rosenbloom women that
they had anything to do with the act
ual killing, and express the belief that
it was deliberately planned to secure
the man’s life insurance and to get
possession of his store.
In the course of her examination
Mrs. Rosenbloom said th at she and
Eva and Alexander had tried to in
duce Rosenbloom to leave them and
to settle $2500 upon them; that he re
fused; th at they quarreled; that dur
ing a quarrel shortly before the mur
der Eva struck her father in the face.
“I did strike him,” said the girl.
“He beat me and I struck him, th at’s
all.”
Mrs. Rosenbloom said that after Al
exander told her that he had murder
ed his father and had put the body In
the trunk he went out and got Joseph
and Louis Egler. W hether he told
them all about the murder Is not yet
known, but at any rate the Eglers ar
rived at the house the next night In
a covered wagon.
The trunk was taken to Johnstown,
Pa., and shipped to Camden, at which
place they again met the trunk, secur
ed a wagon and took It to the woods
near Bell Mawr. Then they returned
to Camden.
Before leaving here with Chief of
Police McMullen, of Windber, Pa. Mrs.
Rosenbloom acknowledged that she
herself wrote the letter purporting to
have been written to her by her hus
band subsequent to the time he was
murdered, which letter directed- her
to discharge the clerk, Harry Freed
man, the plea that Rosenbloom could
not longer afford to employ him.

Horses Were Placed at Marks Behind
Usual Starting Point On a Handi
cap Based On Their Records—20,000
People Were Present and Approved
the New System—Sweet Marie, 2.05,
Ran Unplaced, But Gets a Share of
the Money.
Readville, Mass.,Aug. 26.—The wellearned victory won by M. R. Rear
don’s Indianapolis stallion, Allen Win
ter, at the Readvllle track, thereby
capturing the largest share of the $50,000 American trotting ha&dicap from
the field of thirty-three starters, is be
lieved by many of the 20,000 followers
of harness racing who saw the con
test, to establish a new era in the his
tory of the sport and ensure its reju
venation in this country.
The race was novel in its conditions,
which placed the horses at marks
from one-quarter to three-eights of a
mile behind the usual starting point,
on a handicap based on their previous
performances, and at the conclusion it
appeared to be the general opinion of
all who saw the two preliminary heats
and the grand final that this system
of racing will be popular in the future.
It was the first race in which Allen
W inter had trotted this year, and Lon
McDonald, his driver, sized up the
field in the two preliminary heats. In
the first he watched sixteen horses,
placed at marks from 1320 to 1720 feet
behind the usual starting line, sweep
once, and a quarter round the track
to a grand finish, with Bervalco in the
lead. In the second heat, with his
own horse 1570 feet from the wire,
and 6850 feet to travel, he pushed Al
len Winter carefully, but surely, pas,
three other horses, and kept ahead of
the others, finishing a good third.
The first heat had been run off at
a 2.08 gait for the mile, but the sec
ond was a few minutes slower.
Then came the battle for final hon
ors and the money, with sixteen wellknown trotters in the field, the fastest
being Sweet Marie, 2.05.
As they turned into the stretch and
raced under the wire for the first
time, it looked dike a long procession,
and there was very little change In
positions.
At the quarter pole Kim drew out
a trifle, while the entire field still
seemed well strung out. At the threeeighths the horses began to bunch up,
and there seemed to be four divisions,
with Kim out ahead and Sweet Marie
coming up fast on the outside of the
last bunch. The pace to the threequarter pole never slackened.
The slow horses up ahead were tir
ing fast, and the fast horses behind
were coming up strong. The field
came around the turn into the stretch
like a Roman chariot race, with three
teams abreast and twelve horses lined
up for a grand dash of an eighth of a
mile to the wire. At that point It
seemed anybody’s race, but 200 yards
from the finish McDonald shot Allen
W inter out of the bunch, and, urging
the big stallion along at the top of his
speed, drew away rapidly and won by
five lengths. The next ten horses
came under the wire In a bunch, and
the judges were nearly ten minutes in
arriving at the conclusion.
It was found th at Prince C. had cap
tured second money, San Francisco
third money. Geers, who drove Tea
sel, and Andrews, behind Sweet Marie,
were beaten about fifty feet by the
place winners.
The purse of $50,000 was split up,
$30,000 going to the winner, $10,000
to the second horse, $5000 to the third,
$2500 to the fourth, $1500 to the fifth
and $1000 to the sixth.

Died of Broken Heart.
Norristown, Pa., Aug. 26. — In St.
Patrick’s burying * ground there was
Interred the body of Richard Kennedy,
a man forty years old, who had died
of a broken h e a rt He was a Pennsyl
vania railroad- engineer, and in good
health until July 3, 1905, when his
only son, Leo, a promising lad of seven
years, was stricken with scarlet fever
and died. The father, grief-stricken,
found It Impossible to overcome a ten
dency to brood over his loss. All that
skilled physicians could do did not
heal the bruised heart, and he pined
away, without any well-defined dis
New York, Aug. 26.—Ill, half blind,
ease, until last Friday, when death criticising the church on the score of
relieved his misery.
untruthfulness and insincerity, and de
claring that he could not worship
“America’s trinity—success, pleasure
Three-Year-Old Girl to Swim In Race. and gold,” Rev. Albert H. Trick shot
Pittsburg, Aug. 26.—Among those and killed himself in a room in a Mills
who will contest in swimming races in hotel. He was once pastor of a Pres
West Park next Saturday will be Dor byterian church in Chicago, and later
othy Swan Wilkins, three years old, had a charge at 'Saratoga, N. Y., but
grand-daughter of Robert Swan, a riv- had no regular pastorate for several
erman. The child has shown a fond years, obtaining an insecure livelihood
ness for the river, and has attracted as an insurance agent.
much attention when bathing at the
In a remarkable letter which he left
swimming pool a t the foot of Frank to Charles N. Dowd, of this city, who
lin street.
had befriended him, the former pastor
declared that he was lonely, even In
the church, when he attempted to
Robbed Sixteen Stages and Escaped. “square his soul by the teachings of
Butte, Mont., Aug. 26. — A special Jesus,” and asserted that the modern
from Lake hotel, Yellowstone Park, church more nearly follows the exam
Wyo., says: “The lone bandit who ple of Robert Ingersoll than those of
held up sixteen stage coaches in Jesus. He then said:
“I could never worship America’s
Spring creek canyon and robbed 120
persons of at least 312,000 apparently trinity—success, pleasure and gold. I
made good his escape, according to re am too old and settled In my charac
ports received this evening by a ter to change, though my eyes have
searching party of cavalrymen.”
Iona been sDent on my delusions.”

COULDN’T WORSHIP
AMERICA’S TRINITY

Suicide Preaclier Learns a
Remarkable Letter.

Charged With Stealing $173,000.
The mystery of the theft of $173,*
$00 from the United States sub
treasury at Chicago a year and a half
ago, one pf the largest losses the gov
ernment has ever suffered in this man
ner, is believed to have been solved by
the arrest of George W. Fitzgerald.
Others are believed to have been im
plicated in the crime, which for many
months completely baffled government
secret service men.
Fitzgerald was an assorting teller
under Assistant United States Treas
urer William Boldenweck. Suspicion
at the time of the theft, Feb. 20, 1907,
rested on him, but so plausible was
his story and so intense his apparent
interest in discovering the real cul
prit that interest ceased to centre in
him. Much work was done on the
theory that the crime had been per
petrated by a colored man. Mean
while Fitzgerald was discharged from
the government employ f ir culpable
negligence in allowing such a theft to
be consummated under his very eyas.
The theft created a sensation
throughout the country, and congress
at the last session was asked and re
fused to release Assistant Treasurer
Boldenweck from liability, although It
was promised that congress would
again consider the m atter at Its next
session.
Meanwhile Herbert F. Young, head
of the Young secret service agency,
became interested in the case, at first
without official connection with the
case, but later as the agent of Mr. Bol
denweck. Mr. Young’s attention was
redirected to Fitzgerald. According
to Mr. Young, Fitzgerald embarked In
speculation on a scale not consistent
with the size of his reputed means.
There was, however, no ostentation in
Fitzgerald’s life. The lavish display
which detectives invariably look for
In tracing stolen funds was absent.
Fitzgerald bought eggs for specula
tion and stored them. In July, 1907,
he Inaugurated an egg deal which ulti
mately, it Is stated, Involved an ex
penditure of $7000, and the following
March a similar deal involved him, ac
cording to Mr. Young, to the extent of
$15,000. His wife also bought a resi
dence for $8500 in Rogers Park, a
suburb of Chicago.
Assistant States Attorney Barbour
was approached, and Judge Chetlain
at his home issued a bench warrant
for the arrest of Fitzgerald, charging
him with the larceny of $173,000 from
the government vaults.
John W. Kern Notified.
In the presence of William J. Bryan,
the head of the Democratic party
tn this nation, the leaders and many
of the notables of that party, and a
large and enthusiastic audience, John
W. Kern, of Indianapolis, accept
ed the nomination for the vice
presidency by the Democratic par
ty. The address formally notifying
Mr. Kern of his selection as the run
ning mate of Mr. Bryan was made by
Theodore A. Bell, of California, who
was temporary chairman of the Den
ver convention, and who spoke for the
.notification committee. Mr. Bell was
given the closest attention of his great
audience, his clear-cut, actor-like face
and vivid style of oratory creating a
distinct impression upon his hearers.
When Mr. Kern arose to acknowl
edge the high honor accorded him by
his party, he was given an ovation
only slightly less demonstrative than
th at which later was given Mr. Bryan
when the latter arose to conclude the
day’s program with his long-awaited
address on “Trusts.”
After felicitously acknowledging the
honor that had been conferred upm
him by the Denver convention and
expressing his pleasure and satisfac
tion in being associated with Mr. Bry
an on the ticket, Mr. Kern arraigned
the Republican party for what he al
leged was the establishment of a “par
liamentary condition in the interest
of monopoly, under which the sole
power to determine whether a meas
ure should be allowed to become a
law or not was lodged In the speaker”
of the house of representatives, citing
a number of cases in support of his
contention.
Mr. Bryan’s prepared address on
“T rusts” concluded the day’s program.
The great audience literally rose to
him with a swelling tide of cheers that
was long in subsiding. It was a fine
personal triumph for the thrice-named
nominee of his party.
Noted Ball Player Dead.
Dr. Albert J. Bushong, famous as a
baseball catcher when a member of the
St. Louis Browns and the Brooklyn
teams, died at his home in Brooklyn.
Bushong was bora in Philadelphia lift
Bushong was bora in Philadelphia fir jrtwo years ago, and in the eighties vied
with “King” Kelly for first honors as
a backstop. He retired from baseball
in 1900, taking up the profession of
dentistry, and practicing in Brooklyn.
He leaves a widow.
Helped Organize the Republican Party
William Seybert, one of the locai or
ganizers of the Republican party and
a delegate to the first national con
vention, held in Pittsburg in 1856, died
in Pittsburg at the age of eighty-eight
years. He had been married sixtyfour years.
Judge Ermentrout Dead.
Judge James N. Eementrout, for
twenty-five years on the bench ot
Berks county and- the head of the Er
mentrout family, which has ruled ’he
county politically for that period, diad
at Reading, Pa. The judge was sixtytwo years old and a bachelor.
Baptists Form Bible Conference.
Baptists from all over the country
attending the Winona Bible conference
at Warsaw, Ind., took steps to to rn a
permanent association headquarters
at Winona Lake. They decide ] to
raise funds to erect a building, to cost,
approximately $50,000.
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FARM AND GARDEN.

F arm arid
G a rd e n
A WOMAN’S CELERY FARM.
A Crop That Yields Good Returns
Near a City.
Miss Helen L. Bailey writes enter
tainingly of her experience in raising
celery for the early New York market:
My home is twenty miles up the
state and convenient to the railroad.
AH told I have less than three acres of
land, and when I started in to earn my
living there was a mortgage on the
place and less than $100 in my pocket
Celery has paid the mortgage on my
home, has put money in the bank for
me and has enabled me to educate a
nephew and niece. My average crop
of celery Is 50,000 heads, and the aver
age price is 40 cents a dozen. For

PLANTS IN BOXES.

extra large heads I receive 60 cents
a dozen. There isn't a month in the
year when celery is not in demand in
New York city, so there can be no
doubt about getting good prices, pro
vided the celery is up to the mark.
To raise celery to be marketed in
June my work begins in January. The
first step is to get good celery seed
and sow It in boxes in-a greenhouse.
Under normal conditions it will re
quire three weeks for celery seed to
come up, though there have been oc
casions when I have forced it up with
in eight days, and the result was in
every way satisfactory. As soon as
the two little leaves appear on the
plants the process of “pricking” begins
and drags through February and
March,
1 As regards the greenhouse, I would
advise plenty of moisture and air, butnot too much heat. At whatever tem
perature yoU begin always be careful
to keep it from the time the seeds go
in the ground until the plants are
taken out to be set in the fields. When
I have had occasion to force my seeds
1 have carried the forcing process
etraight on until the plants were ready
to set out. As a rule, I put my seed in
with the thermometer in the eighties
and keep that temperature right
straight through.
In April, as soon as the ground is
warm enough to plow, the out of door
work begins. After the ground is
thoroughly plowed the fertilizer must
be sown, and with a rake and harrow
the surface must be made to look as
smooth as velvet The young plants
are then taken from the greenhouse, not

Once the boards are in position only a
few minutes are required to finish the
process, and, as a rule, I do that part
of the work myself. The boards are
kept together by a wire hook caught
across the two boards on opposite
sides of the rows of celery at each end
of the boards. This is done over the
entire patch until nothing of the celery
is visible but the green tops showing
above the boards. Four or five days
after boarding the celery is ready to
ship.
Though the shipping time means ex
tra hard work, I always enjoy it, not
only because it comes at a time of
the year when I enjoy being out of
doors, but because it brings money re
turns. You get the fruits of your five
months’ labor, and if you have kept
up with the market you can cal
culate within a fraction of a cent what
each shipment will bring you. The
wire hooks are Jerked off the boards
and the tall bleached stalks of celery
pulled up bunch by bunch. A few
strokes of a sharp knife, and the roots,
with the few unsightly outer stalks,
drop off, and the transformed plant is
loaded into the baskets to be taken
to the washing and packing shed.
This final process should be done in
fresh cold water, and the celery should
be washed find picked over until each
bunch looks as white and glossy as
ivory. I t is then put a dozen bunches
at a time into a wooden form and tied
with tape the color preferred by the
grower into a square, compact bundle.
All excess top is trimmed away, and
the bundles are then packed while
dripping wet with fresh cold water
into paper lined crates.
I have sold celery as low as 20
cents a dozen and as high as $1. The
first price hardly pays, while the latter
gives enormous profits from the farm
er’s standpoint. In the New York mar
ket -a grower can count on getting 40
cents a dozen for good celery and 60
cents a dozen for all extras. That
gives a good living profit and has ad
vantage of being sure.
After paying all bills for labor, fer
tilizer, rent on land (which of course
goes into my own pocket and is only
a matter of form), the wear and tear
on thé greenhouse, garden tools and
the boards I always count on having
$1,000 a year from my little patch of
ground.

A FRIGHT IN MIDAIR

A ll A lterations Charged for at L ittle Cost

Going Up In a Balloon and Com
ing Down In a Parachute.

W EITZENKORNS’

THE AGONY OF A FIRST TRIP

m

Experience and Sensations of an Ac
robat Who Took the Place of a Pro
fessional Aeronaut In an Emergency.
The Dash Through Space.

M e n ’s a n d Y o u n g M e n ’s C lo t h in g .

&

w

I- once went up in a balloon and
came down in a parachute. Something
In accordance w ith th e W eitzenkorn p olicy o f n ot carrying any
went wrong, and all the money in the
goods over from one season to another w e w ill sell all our Sum m er
world doubled would not induce me to
make the experiment again.
Suits at h a lf price th is w eek.
One grows strangely accustomed to
dangers as an acrobat, and when it
A genuine half price sale of clothing always means an extraordinary money-saving opportunity. - But when the
was suggested that I should earn $25
prices that were cut in half were already the lowest in town, as Weitzenkorn’s unquestionably were, the opportunity
in as many minutes by taking the place
is so remarkable that it will be a positive loss for anyone who needs clothing to miss it.
of a parachutist who had fallen ill at
Think of being able to buy smart, stylish, up-to-date suits at 50 cents on the dollar I And these suits are not only
the last minute I jumped at the chance.
for
immediate
wear, but many are heavy enough to wear all through the fall, and some can be worn all year round.
It was at a large country fair. The
So you see how far-reaching this chance is.
laughing crowd had probably never
I t will even pay you to buy for next year, as well as to supply this, season’s wants. And besides the enormous
seen a balloon go up. As the great
saving,
yon will get suits that measure up to the top notch of style and excellence—suits that can he depended on
silk bag gradually swelled a silence
to give the most satisfactory service.
fell upon the onlookers.
The collection of Young Men’s Suits is particularly attractive. AH the new style touches and all the latest color
The sick parachutist’s manager pat
effects that dressy young fellows of 15 to 20 years demand will be found in this assortment—all at Half Price.
ted me on the back and said it was
Now, it’s up to you, gentlemen, whether you want to take adxantage of these great bargains or not. If you do,
money easily earned. I agreed—then.
you’ll make one of the most satisfying and best paying purchases you ever made; if you don’t, you’ll undoubtedly
“Keep cool,” he said, “and, whatever
regret not having secured your share of these wonderful values.
you do, don’t look down except to
Judge your distance from the earth.
You see that tower? It is about a
P ay Ju st O ne-H alf P rice for M en’s and Y oung M en’s Suits.
thousand yards away. When you are
that distance up pull the check string
Salts that were 95.00, Hair Price, now $3.50. Salts that were 97.50, Hair Price, now 93.75.
and shut your eyes.”
Salts that were 910, Hair Price, now 95. Salts that were 913.50, Hair Price, now 96.35. Salts
A dull murmur rose as the ropes were
that were 915, HairPriee. now 97.50. Snts that were 918, HairPriee, now 9». Salts that were
cast off and I felt my feet leave the
9*0, HairPriee, now 910. Salts that were 935, HairPriee, now 913.50.
ground. The upward movement was
Straw Hats, Half Price. Boys Wash Suits, Half Price. 50c. Men’s Suspenders, Half Price.
gentle, and a great cheer came np to
me until the band drowned it.
$2.50 Tronsers, $1.33. $3.50 Trousers, $2. $4 Trousers, $2.75. $5 Trousers, $3.33.
I hardly heard the cheering or the
band. The involuntary murmur still
rang in my ears. Perhaps my nerves
were upset, possibly it was-intuition,
but from the moment I was drawn up
from the ground I felt the conviction
that grim trouble lay ahead.
POTTSTOWN, PA.
Ignoring the oft repeated instruc
tions, I looked down. How slowly the
balloon went up! Could it be possible
that I had not gone more than a hun
dred yards? The giant overhead be
came a living thing, intent on tortur
JERHIOHEN VALLEY
ing the puny mortal who had trusted
SHADE TREE PESTS.
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
or Montgomery County.
his life to i t I knew I dared not leap
The Despoilers of Some of Our Fa before I was high enough, for the par
vorite Shade Trees.
achute takes 100 . feet sometimes to
-H S T The nests of the fall webworm are open.
Incorporated May IS, 1871.
I shut my eyes and tried to count to
forming unsightly white blotches on
the rich green foliage of our shade kill time, but the figures became jum
trees. They are most frequently found bled, and 1 looked down again. A
on the elm, hickory, ash, apple and swallow skimmed past underneath.
F ar below there was a sea of upturned
plum, but occur enly less commonly faces, and the music floated up dis
on many other sorts of deciduous trees. tinctly. The balloon seemed to have
A .T The insect that constructs these webs stopped rising, and for an eternity I
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
tried to gauge the height
Again the band stopped, and I was
in a silent world. The crowd of
breathless specks far beneath was get Office o f the Company :
ting full value for its money. The
only noise I heard was the beating of
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Seasonable summer weather started so late this year that we find
the blood through my head. I was
afraid. It was the first real fear I had
ourselves somewhat overstocked with summer footwear. The following
A, D. FETTEROLF, S b c r b t a b t .
ever felt in my work.
special reductions, which means the saving of dollars to buyers, will
When the supreme moment came 1 H. W. KRATZ, President,
pulled the string without realizing
continue during July. Take advantage of the sacrifice prices;
Norristown, Pa.
what I was doing.
What years I lived in those next
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
few seconds. An appalling nausea and
Men’s $4.00 Ralston Health Oxfords at $3.38. Ladles’ $2.50 Oxfords and Shoes at $2.00.
a wild desire to live came with the day of each week ; also every evening.
Men’s $3.50 and $4.00 Oxfords at $2.97.
first terrible rush, and my heart stood
Ladies’ $2.00 Oxfords and Pumps at $1 65.
still as I looked eagerly aloft. The
Men’s $3.00 Shoes and Oxfords at $2.49.
Ladles’ $1.75 Oxfords and Shoes at $1.38.
ropes of the parachute had twisted,
Men’s $2.50 Shoes and Oxfords at $2.00.
Children’s Russet Oxfords at 75c. and 98c.,
and I was falling to instant death.
Boys’ $2.50 Oxfords and Shoes at $1.98.
according to size.
Grasping the ropes In a clutch of
Boys’ $2.00 Vici Kid Shoes at $1.49,
Children’s Cool, White, Low Shoes, at 75c.,
passes the winter as a dark brown
85c. and 98c.
helpless creature, entirely unlike either steel, I shook them frantically. Half
Here is what you need. Ladies’ $3.50 Oxfords at $2.78.
the ‘worm’ from which it came or the the huge parachute bellied out with a
noise
like
a
pistol
shot,
and
the
speed
moth into which it transforms. This
There is no time like the
dark brown pupa, inclosed in a thin of the fall was lessened with a jar. it
Look in our windows for other reductions and see for yourself bow
Again
I
shook
the
death
trap.
The
present to assure yourself of
cocoon of silk Intermixed with hair, is
stored away in some crack or crevice, ropes were sliding at a snail’s pace, good crops for the future, es much money you can save.
under rubbish or even in the ground it and bit by bit the parachute was open
self. In April or May the nearly or ing. Still I fell far too fa s t 1 conld pecially as your prosperity is
quite white moth emerges from the co not breathe, and my hands seemed to
be refusing to hold on.
measured by the crops you pro
coon, flies into the trees and in some
Bang!
The
last
fold
had
opened
o
u
t
cases deposits as many as 500 eggs.
and I was saved. Dizzy and numb duce.
¡g lP LEADERS IN FOOTWEAR.
These eggs are set close together on with fear, 1 held on tightly, wonder
one leaf, forming a single tier and cov ing whether I should faint before I
There is only one way to as
ering an irregular patch on the sur
touched the ground. That, and that
face. The larvae, hatching, construct only, was my thought as I sailed sure bounteous crops, and that
°
a tiny web under which they feed. As through the space. I had almost lost is by using sufficient plant food.
they increase in size more and more consciousness when my feet touched
USE
C
TJLBER
T’S ---foliage is included In their web until the ground gently. And then I col If your manure does not reach,
they may exceed three feet in diameter. lapsed.—Buffalo Times.
you cannot afford to buy stable
When the caterpillars become fully
manure; it is too expensive.
grown they crawl down the trees and
A Drawback.
seek out hiding places, as already
You
should therefore use the
described, in which to transform and . “My!” exclaimed little Billy as he
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
gazed
at
the
lithograph.
“I’d
like
to
lie during their helpless stage. From
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
be
a
giraffe.
Just
think
how
easily
the cocoons thus formed, in late July
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
or early August, the second brood of you could ‘rubber’ over the baseball tainable.
fence.”
moths emerges and deposits its eggs on
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
Our goods are sold entirely
“That’s all right,’! replied Tommy,
the leaves for ¡the* second brood of
“worms.” This brood on reaching ma “but there is another time when you on their own merits, and where
turity forms the cocoons in which it wouldn’t want to have a neck like A
once used, always used.
giraffe.”
passes the winter.
“When is that?”
Ordinarily certain _ two and four
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
We guarantee the different
“Why, in the mornings when your
winged flies parasitize a sufficient per
cent of the caterpillars to prevent them ma begins to scrub your neck with grades to be in perfect mechani
from seriously threatening the life of soap and water.”—Chicago News.
cal condition, and to produce
any well grown tree, but this para
sitism is rarely sufficient to prevent the
Objectionable.
results.
C O L L E G E V IL L E
formation of some webs.
“I don’t see why Goodley should be
The property owner who values the so unpopular with you all. He never
A fair trial will convince:
beauty of his shade trees cannot afford speaks HI of any one.”
to depend on natural enemies, but must
“No, but he’s one of those very smug
Manufactured by JACOB
resort to artificial measures. If the fellows who can say ‘Oh. yes, Jones
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
nests are within reach, the simplest seemed very happy when I saw him TBINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
method is to wipe them out of the last,’ and say it in such a way as to
trees and crush their contents. If give the impression that Jones was ery County, Pa., and for sale
they are beyond reach, they must be horribly drunk.”—Philadelphia Press.
All kinds of Cemetery ’ Work in Plain
destroyed in any one of three ways—
b
y
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
they may be burned out by means of
A Spoiled Compliment.
a long handled torch; they may be cut
Little Elmer—Mamma says you are a H. T. HUN SICKER,
anteed. Estimates furnished.
away with pruning shears and their duck of a doctor. Pompous M. D.
Ironbridge, Pa.
contents crushed or burned; their oc (greatly pleased)—Indeed! How did
M a in St. Collegeville.
cupants may be poisoned by thorough she come to say that? Little Elmer— J. K. CLEMMER A SON,
ly spraying the foliage immediately Oh, she didn’t say it just that way,
Spring Mount, Pa.
about the nest with arsenate of lead at t a t I heard her tell papa you were a
FRANK BARDOT,
the rate of three pounds to fifty gal quack.—Chicago News.
T he IN D E PE N D E N T is a first-class advertis
Green Lane, Pa.
lons of water. Paris green mixed with
twice its weight of unslaked lime and
in g m edium in th e m iddle section o f M ontgom ery
Ruskln’s injunction to his servants; HILLEGASS A KRAUSE,
used at the rate of six ounces to fifty “Call me from my study whenever
Pennttbnrg,
Pa.
gallons of water may be substituted there is a beautiful sunset or any un
cou n ty. I f you h ave an yth in g to sell—no m atter
for the arsenate of lead, bnt does not usual appearance in the sky or land- JOHN H. FARINGER,
■tick to the foliage so well.
R. D. No. 3, Norristown, Pa. w hat—it w ill pay you to advertise in th is paper.
flCJN)**
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STOCK CUTTING PRICES

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

Weitzenkorn^ Shoe Store*

FARMERS,

W E IT ZE N K O R N ’S, % 8¥?UW S.BT-
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DIARRHOEA M IX T U R E

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

PLANTS BOARDED UP.

too many at a time, and set o u t After
the setting out the raking begins and
then the fight against weeds. If there
Is any place where weeds grow faster
than in a celery patch, I have never
seen i t Of course it is because there
is always so much more moisture in a
celery patch than on land where other
vegetables are grown. If the weeds
ever get a stafrt in a celery patch, the
only thing to do is to pull them up by
hand and haul to a pile and burn. If
weeds don’t grow on the ground, it is
no use to plant celery.
Along about the first of June I begin
to board the tallest of my celery.
Boarding celery now takes the place'
of banking earth around it. In June
it is impossible to bank celery with
anything like satisfactory results. Even
the boards will sometimes rot it be
fore the blanching is begun. For
this purpose I use ten inch boards ten
feet long. These are carried into the
natch and laid between the rows.

Marble and Granite Work

